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CHAMPION STAMP CO.
PRESENTS

Hundreds of Country Collections for Sale
Something for Everyone
One of a Kind Collections
Please Call or Email to Reserve your Favorites
First Come - First Serve

Spend $500 - Take 10% OFF

#9296 ALGERIA (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Lindner album with mint, NH
stamps neatly arranged in mounts from 1962 thru 2009.
Exceptional collection that appears to be complete for this time
period. Includes #286a-290a and varieties of these including
inverts. Also includes J #’s, 3 different overprints (5 of each) with
inverted overprints. Plus a copy of Yvert #363A semi postal overprint which catalogs 400 Euros and is not included in the catalog
value. Catalog value is well over $1,800.............. NET $895.00
#9183 ANGOLA - Quadrilled pages with mostly mint stamps
through 1963. Choice collection that includes #1-24 mint or used.
Some mint highlights are #158ZS, #184-207, #274-291, #292294, #294A-300, #315-318, #330a NH, #333-356 NH and #448488 NH............................................................... NET $795.00
#9185 ANTIGUA - Collection on Minkus pages from 1862 thru
1981 of mostly mint stamps. Virtually complete from 1935 on.
Includes mint #6 (no gum), #41, #77-80, #84-95 and #107-121.
........................................................................... NET $325.00
#9198 ARGENTINA (3 VOLUMES) - Collection in El Colleccionista
albums from 1960 thru 1990 & 2003-2007. Stamps are mint in
mounts, appears to be complete for the years listed. Stamps from
20047 are included but without pages. A few used stamps
throughout the collection..................................... NET $850.00
#9186 ASCENSION - Scott pages from 1922 thru 1977 with mint
stamps. Includes #1-6, #23-32 (less #26), #33-36, #40-49, #6274 & #75-88. Appears complete from 1949 on, no souvenir
sheets................................................................. NET $295.00
#9188 AUSTRALIA (2 VOLUMES) - Quadrilled pages in 2 binders
with stamps from 1927 thru 1984. Attractive collection that
includes mint #95a, #159-161 (also used), #163-165 (also used),
#170, #177, #184-187 (also used), #218-220, #314-331, #394417, #J81-83. Most issues post 1950 are represented both mint
and used............................................................. NET $475.00
#9189 AUSTRALIA - Scott Speciality album with mint and used
stamps, 95% in mounts from 1913 thru about 1990. Choice collection that includes mint #11, #31a, #37, #132, #178-179,
#CO1. Used highlights are #41, #43 & #379. Fairly complete from
1926 on, but the dues are weak. Some stamps collected both mint
and used............................................................. NET $675.00
#9102 AUSTRIA - Scott album from 1850 thru 1998. Classic collection with good 19th Century representation. Stamps are all in
mounts. Strong from 1950 on with many stamps both mint and
used. Mint highlights are #313-323, #354-373, #378-379, #398404, #405-423, #496-499, #500-515, #520-526, #560-562,
#568-571 and #599-603. There are no semi postals or other
B.O.B. in this collection. Pages go up to 2004..... NET $695.00
#9103 AUSTRIA (SEMI POSTALS) - Scott pages from 1914 thru
2010 with mint stamp in mounts. Very strong collection.
Highlights include #B50-56, #57-65, #66-70, #77-80, #81-86,
#87-92, #93-98, #118-121 NH, #122-127 NH, #132-137 NH,
#138-141 NH, #245-251 NH, #260-263, #269-271 NH and #27376 NH. Some used within as well......................... NET $595.00
#9154 AUSTRIA - Lighthouse album from 1850 thru 1966.
Stamps are mostly mint and in mounts. Superlative Collection!
Extensive 19th to early 20th Century including numerous paper,
color, perforation varieties. Complete from 1948 on. Includes
used #1, #1d, #2, #2c, #7, #8, #17-21, #33 (4), #127, #378-379,
#B110a, #B122-127, #B138-141, #P1, #P6, #P7. Mint highlights
are #27, #28, #29, #43, #128-144, #371 NH, #398-404 NH,
#405-423 NH, #424-427, #428-431 NH signed, #500-515 NH,
Semi postals included are all NH #B57-65, #B66-70, #B81-86,
#B100-105, #B112-117, #B118-121, #B132-137, #B156-164,
#B184a-188a, #C32-46, #C54-60 & #P7. Catalog value is over
$7,000.......................................................... NET $2,950.00
#9235 AUSTRIA (5 VOLUMES) - 5 Lindner Hingeless albums from

1945 thru 2007. 98% of the collection is mint, NH. Very extensive
collection that is probably 95% complete. Includes footnote after
#393 for 3pf value signed and with certificate, #424-427 perf 14,
#428-431 with certificate, #520-556, #521a//55a (21v. complete set), #B185a-188a, #B260-263, #B264-267, #B269-271,
#B273-276, #C54-60 (all these are NH except for #424-427)........
........................................................................ NET $2,495.00
#9244 AUSTRIA - Lindner hingeless album from 1850 thru 1937
with mostly mint stamps. Excellent collection that includes used
#1-5, #6-11, #12-16, #17-21 and #33. Mint, NH highlights are
#51-65, #110-127 (less #125), #145-163, #250-287, #288-298,
#354-373, #378-379, #B50-56, #B57-65, #B66-70, #B77-80,
#B118-121, #B122-127, #B128-131, #B132-137, #B138-141,
#B146-151, #B156-164, #J64-74, #J114-131 plus 8 value telegraph set (Michel #10-17) mint, NH with Specimen overprint.
Other B.O.Bo. also included. Catalog value is over $4,000.............
........................................................................ NET $1,795.00
#9247 AUSTRIA (3 VOLUMES) - 3 Lindner hingeless albums from
1947 thru 1986. About 95% is mostly mint, great start for a collection from this country. Includes some B.O.B., dues and semi
postals such as #B269-271................................. NET $350.00
#9248 AUSTRIA (2 VOLUMES) - 2 binders filled mint stamps in
mounts on handmade pages. All are neatly arranged with typed
descriptions from 1916 thru 2004. Good collection that is about
95% complete. Includes #303-324, #354-373, #520-556 (less
#530). Does not include B.O.B.or #380. Still an excellent start for
the stamps of this country.................................... NET $495.00
#9249 AUSTRIA - Classic collection of 115 used stamps on small
black cards from 1850 thru 1890. Includes many from the first
issue and 2 copies of #33 with minor imperfections. One has a certificate. identified by Michel #’s. Many interesting cancellations.
........................................................................... NET $595.00
#9255 AUSTRIA - Scott Specialty album from 1850 thru 1990.
Fine collection of mostly mint stamps with room to expand.
Includes mint #142 and used #33 & #39. From 1957 to the end,
this collection is virtually complete with the exception of 19841985, pages are there but empty. All stamps are in mounts............
........................................................................... NET $495.00
#9256 AUSTRIA (2 VOLUMES) - Collection of 151 black print
proofs, all different from 1947 thru 1992. Not all years are present
but and excellent assortment. Includes #491, #572, #576, #592
& #595. Advertised retail for these 5 mentioned is $390. Overall
retail for entire collection is over $2,500. Pages housed in 2
springback binders.............................................. NET $550.00
#9193 BAHAMAS - Minkus album pages from the 1860’s thru
1986. Stamps are mint and used. Includes mint #22, #90-91,
#116-129, #132-147, #158-173, #208-218. Mostly used to
1950 then mostly mint there after. Some scattered used after
1986.................................................................. NET $235.00
#9201 BARBADOS - Minkus album pages with mint and used
stamps from the 1850’s thru the early 1980’s. Nice collection with
numerous sets post 1950 and almost complete. Early issues are
present in mostly used condition.......................... NET $295.00
#9271 BELARUS (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Scott Specialty albums from
1992 thru 2008 with mint, NH stamps in mounts. Appears to be
complete for this time period. Also includes booklets, sheetlets,
unlisted imperfs and varieties. Most stamps are on printed pages,
some on quadrilled pages................................ NET $1,095.00
#9105 BELGIUM - Scott album from 1851 thru 1975. Mostly mint
stamps all in mounts. Impressive collection with many highlights,
some of the used highlights are #18-22 & #212-215. The mint
highlights are #72-74, #92-102, #172-184, #198-211 NH, #229236, #251-253, #294-308, #374-385 NH, #435-445 & #B514,
#461 NH, #463 NH, #466 NH, #B69-77, #B78-83 NH, #B93-98,
#B99-105, #B107-113 (2), #B144-150, #B156-162, #B179 NH,

#B241-248 NH, #B256-263 NH, #B437-441 (2), #B460-461 NH,
#B462-466 (2), #B468-476 NH, #B480-484 (2), #B485-491 (2),
#B495-497, #B498-502, #B503-510, #B515-520 NH, #B523530, #B532-537 NH, #B538-543, #B544-546, #B547-554,
#B555-557, #B573-578, #B579-585 NH, #C1-12, #E1-6, Q4755, #Q211-215 NH, #Q388-406 (less #403A), #Q413-428 NH.
Semi postals almost complete from 1957-1975 (no #B605a,
#B662a). Some duplication and some modern used included.
Catalog value is over $5,000............................ NET $1,595.00
#9106 BELGIUM - Scott album from 1976 thru 2003 with stamps
in mounts. Variety of issues including souvenir sheets. A number
of issues are mint and used. Includes semi postals. Pages from the
late 1990’s to the early 2000’s are out of sequence. Blank pages
for 2004 to 2008 included................................... NET $295.00
#9153 BELGIUM - Schaubek album from 1849 thru 1960.
Interesting collection of mint and used stamps. Highlights are used
#172-184 and mint #221, #463. Mint semi postals #B69-77,
#B78-83, #B93-98, #B99-105, #B106, #B107-113, #B152155, #B178, #B179, #B480-484, #B503-510, #B513a, #B515520, #B521-522, #B523-530, #B538-543, #B544-546, #B558560 & #C5. Also includes approximately 100 19th Century
stamps starting with #1. German Occupation Eupen-Malmedy
mint #1N1-17 (1N15 used), #1N18-24, #1N25-41 (#1N36 & 41
used), plus #1N58 used...................................... NET $995.00
#9199 BELGIUM (4 VOLUMES) - 4 Homemade albums with mostly
mint stamps in mounts from 1863 thru 2002. Choice collection
featuring used #23, #31, #121, #435-454 & #B514, #480-484,
#B13-14. Mint highlights are #54, #172-184, #185-190, #212215, #221a, #229-236, #251-253, #449a, #461, #463 & #466.
Mint semi postals are #B9-12, #B17-24, #B69-77, #B93-98,
#B99-105, #B109, #B106a, #B107-113, #B123-124, #B125135, #B144-150, #B156-162, #B169a, #B178, #B179, #B458a,
#460-461, #B466A-B, #B468-476, #B482a, #485-491, #495497, #498-502, #B503-510, #B513a, #B515-520, #B521-522
with Unesco Ovpt, #B523-530, #B532-537, #B538-543, #B544546, #B547-554, #B555-557, #B558-560, #B561-565,
#B662a. Mint airmails such as #C5, #C12 and #C12A. Also,
includes booklets, coil strips and more. Catalog value if well over
$4,000........................................................... NET $1,595.00
#9211 BELGIUM (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Davo Hingeless albums from
1849 thru 1980. Good collection with mint and used stamps and
room to expand. Includes mint #171, #172-184, #B93-98, #B178
NH, #B662a NH. Also includes used #B498-502, #Q1-6 & #Q15.
........................................................................... NET $975.00
#9200 BERMUDA - Scott pages with mostly mint stamps from
1865 thru 1982. Small but potent collection. Includes used #48a
and mint #1, #23, #42a, #52, #105-114, #126-128. Fairly complete from mid 1950’s on.................................... NET $225.00
#9191 BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA (SERB ADMIN) - Lindner
Hingeless album from 1922 thru 2008. Appears to be mint, NH
and complete. Includes#1-11, #68-71, #91-92, #102, #111-112.
A seldom offered area this complete!!................. NET $895.00
#9192 BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA (CROAT ADMIN) - Lindner
Hingeless album from 1993 thru 2008. Stamps are mint, NH and
complete except for #29, #29a, #30 & #30a....... NET $325.00
#9297 BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA - Lindner hingeless album from
1993 thru 2008 with mint, NH stamps. Virtually complete for this
16 year period. The only thing missing is the 2008 Europa set and
souvenir sheet..................................................... NET $575.00
#9266 BRAZIL - Scott Specialty album from 1977 thru 2007 with
mint and used stamps in mounts. Fine collection with stamps from
the mid 1990’s somewhat spotty. Includes some semi postals and
airmails dating back to 1927. Includes #C27-30 used and #C76a
mint.................................................................... NET $675.00
#9276 BRAZIL (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Schaubek hingeless albums from
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1960 thru 1992. Beautiful collection of mint, NH stamps with the
front of each book containing all stamps and the back, all souvenir
sheets. Complete for each page. As a bonus, it includes year packs
for 1993, 1994 & 1997.................................. NET $1,495.00
#9423 BRITISH (3 VOLUMES) - 3 Harris Masterwork albums with
mint stamps thru 1986. Attractive collection that includes
Botswana #114-127, Burma #70-84, Gambia #153-167, & #175185, Hong Kong #151-153, Malawi #148-160, st. Lucia #387402, Samoa #600-618, Singapore #189-201. Numerous sets
throughout with virtually all countries represented (NO GB or India).
No souvenir sheets included from anywhere. Some nice early
stamps like Victoria, Edward VII, George V and George VI...............
.......................................................................... NET $595.00
#9190 BR. HONDURAS - Scott album with mint and used stamps
from 1866 thru 1965. This is the finest collection of this area that
we have ever offered. Mint includes #1, #8-11, #13-14, #16, #20,
#28-32, #92-103, #115-126, #144-155 & #167-178. Used
included is #1 (2 copies), #2, #3, #21. Also, #26c on cover, #28a
on piece, #28a on a cover front (w/PFC), #41 and #43 Specimen
and 14 other covers including #39 on cover to Holyoke, MA w/ 6c
postage due, #47 ten copies to New York, 1905 to Cincinnati w/ St.
Louis Railway backstamp, 1931 airmail cover w/ extensive writeup,
#MR3 block of 4 on 1918 registered cover to U.S. and more. Also
included are reprints of articles written by H. Huber from the British
magazine THE STAMP LOVER, Volumes 18//23 1925//1932.
Stamp catalog value is $3,500 plus the covers.. NET $1,995.00
#9197 BRITISH OMNIBUS (2 VOLUMES) - White Ace pages in 2
binders with mint stamps in mounts or on stock pages from 1937
Coronation, 1946 Peace Issue and the 1953 Coronation. Appears
complete with some duplication.......................... NET $225.00
#9204 BULGARIA - Kabe hingeless album with mostly mint stamps
from 1879 thru 1967. Includes used #1-5, #10, #J1-3, #J4-6 and
mint #23-24, #22 (signed), #28-37, #41-42, #89-100, #237243, #267-272, #273-278, #1044-1049 (2 S/s), #C1=4, #C1214. Almost complete from 1934 on with a few used here and there.
Missing some sets from the 1960’s..................... NET $995.00
#9206 BULGARIA (3 VOLUMES) - 2 Kabe Springback binders and
1 Kabe 2 post binder with pages from 1951 thru 1989. Stamps are
mint and used and all in mounts. Almost complete including
numerous souvenir sheets. Stamps from 1954 thru 1954 are mint,
from 1955 thru 1971 are mostly used and from 1972 on are almost
all mint. The following souvenir sheets are included mint #843a, 2
S/S foot noted after #1049, 2 S/S foot noted after #17482, imperf
S/S foot noted after #2108, S/S soot noted #1953a variation.
........................................................................... NET $695.00
#9334 BULGARIA - Kabe blank pages with mint, NH stamp sin
mounts from 1990 thru 2006. Appears to be complete for this
period. Includes a number of imperf souvenir sheets, but no booklet panes............................................................. NET $395.00
#9207 CAMBODIA - Computer generated pages in a Lighthouse
duke 3 ring binder with dustcover. Stamps are mint from 1951 thru
1975. Outstanding collection that includes #1-17, #15a-17a,
#18-37 & 4 S/S, #53-58, #C1a, #C2a, #C6a #C29a imperf,
#C38-39 imperf, #C39a, #C39a imperf. Souvenir sheets are in
mounts and most of the single stamps and sets are lightly hinged.
Some gaps in 1973 thru 1975.............................. NET $850.00
#9213 CANADA - Scott album pages from 1859 thru 1952 with
mint and used stamps. Strong collection that f features used #1719 + 4 extra #17. #21-29, #54, #56, #58-59, #95, #100, #103
and #159. Mint #30, #50 no gum, #55, #57 nu gum, #60, #84,
#101, #102 no gum, #157 NH and #158. Some early mint are
heavily hinged. From year 1911 on it is fairly complete including
“C”, “E”, “EO” and a number of “O”. Catalog value is $6,500.........
........................................................................ NET $1,795.00
#9215 CANADA - Minkus album that starts in 1859 and runs
through the late 1970’s with mint and used stamps. Includes 1859
issue used, some large Queens, small Queens (note that #48 is
mint), #50 used, #51-57 mint, #159 no gum, #60 mint and used,
#61 used, #65 used with heavy cancel, #71 mint, #96-103 mostly
used, #158-159 used, #176 mint, etc. B.O.B. issues are well represented.......................................................... NET $1,195.00
#9216 CANADA - Scott Specialty album from 1851 thru 1992 with
mostly used stamps. Interesting collection that includes mint #56,
#85-86, #101 no gum, #C4. Used included is #2 faulty, #17, #18,
#19, #46-47, #50, #59, #60, #102-103, #149-159 & #C2. Nice
selection of l large and small Queens. Some 19th century duplication. Fairly complete from 1930 on. Also includes some Provinces.
Mixed overall condition. Catalog value is over $3,000....................
.......................................................................... NET $595.00
#9412 CANADA (BOX LOT) - Mostly mint stamps from the 1950’s
thru the 1990’s. Housed in 5 albums plus a manilla envelope .
There are thousands of stamps. Includes many booklets, panes,
etc. There is duplication...................................... NET $995.00
#9471 CANADA (5 VOLUMES) - 5 Schaubek hingeless albums with
dustcovers. Runs from 1868 thru 1999 and has both mint and
used stamps. Good collection with room to expand. Includes mint,
NH #229, #262, #273 and #302. Mint, hinged #177 & #C2.
Pages start with the first issue and continue thru 2006. Albums are
in virtually perfect condition and would cost more than our price.
........................................................................... NET $950.00
#9214 CANADA PROVINCES - Scott album pages from 1860 thru
1944 with mint and used stamps. Small but powerful collection
mostly Newfoundland. Some representation of others but no B.C.
& Vancouver. New Brunswick includes mint #6, #7, #8 & #8a.
Newfoundland #37-38 and mixed mint & used #24a, #51, #61-74,
#104-114, #115-126, #131-144, #145-159. Catalog value is
$2,000............................................................... NET $795.00
#9184 CAPE OF GOOD HOPE - Handmade pages with typed
descriptions with mostly used stamps from 1853 thru 1904.
Outstanding collection that includes #2, #4, #5, #6, #6a, #9
(forgery), #12-13. Also includes 50 of “Hope Seated” plus #63-71

and an extra #71. A bonus of a mint postal card and a used
stamped envelope also included. Rarely offered collection from
this desirable country. Cat. value is over $2,000.. NET $995.00
#9217 CAYMAN IS. - Minkus pages from 1900 thru 1992 with
mostly mint throughout. Includes #, #2, #81-84, #85-95, #100111, #122-134, #135-149, #153-167 & #MR1.. NET $325.00
#9208 CEYLON - Scott album pages from 1857 thru 1973 with
mostly used stamps. Includes over 100 Queen Victoria stamps
such as #1, #4a, #6A, #7, #10, #11, #36, #54, #72 wing copy,
#160, #162 & #163. Mixed condition on the earlier Victorias.
Also includes mint #50, #99, #100 & #264-274.. NET $750.00
#9212 CHILE (3 VOLUMES) - 3 Specialized Chile Hingeless albums
from 1867 thru 2010 with mint stamps. This is the finest Chile collection we have ever offered. The collection is virtually complete
from 1930 on. Includes #15-19, #20-24, #25-36, #62-67, #8397, #98-112, #127-141, #254-255 & #C124 (full panes of 25
and sets of singles), #C6-8, #C9-14, #O1A-C signed, #O5, #O2327. Many varieties like colors, types, perfs, etc. included. Modern
se-tenants attached plus singles. Interesting B.O.B. selection,
some not Scott listed. Catalog value is well over $4,800................
........................................................................ NET $2,650.00
#9209 COOK IS. - Scott album thru 1980 with mint stamps such as
#27 and #61-66, #67, #84-90, #112-114 and #131-140.............
........................................................................... NET $250.00
#9270 CROATIA (2 VOLUMES) - 1 Kabe hingeless album from
1991 thru 2001 and 1 Lighthouse hingeless from 2002-2005.
Stamps are all mint, NH. A virtually complete collection for this 15
year period. Also includes some WWII stamps such as #30a-47a
(14 values complete tete-beche pairs), #B11-12, #B18 & #B31.
Catalog value is over $1,500............................... NET $875.00
#9272 CROATIA - Lindner hingeless pages in a Lighthouse
Springback binder with mint, NH stamps from 1991 thru 2003.
Collection of sheets, mini sheets & booklets. Includes regular
numbers from 1991 thru 2003 and postal tax sheets, some perf &
imperf from 1991 thru 1995. All are Scott # ID’d. Catalog value is
$1,128............................................................... NET $495.00
#9473 CUBA - Remainder lot of various collections put together.
19th Century. Mixed condition and qualities. For the Cuba
Enthusiast!!........................................................ NET $695.00
#9196 CYPRUS, TURKISH CYPRUS - Schaubek album from 1928
thru 1998. Stamps are mint and in mounts. Outstanding collection that is virtually complete for the years noted. Included are
#114-123, #125-135, #136-139, #143-155, #159, #168-182,
#183-197, #226a.Turkish Cyprus #1-7 & #127.NET $1,025.00
#9210 CZECHOSLOVAKIA REVENUES & DOCUMENTS Extraordinary collection of approximately 120 documents, parts of
documents, receipts including 1 check with revenue stamps. There
are also approximately 100 mint or used revenues including
blocks. A few of these are from Austria. The vast majority are from
the 1930’s thru the 1940’s. Unique collection housed in one
binder................................................................. NET $495.00
#9264 CZECHOSLOVAKIA - Profis album with blank pages. Mint
and used stamps, all in mounts from 1985 thru 1988. Contains
stamps between Scott #2554 & #2709, almost complete. Each
issue is represented mint and used. Also includes all mini sheets
for the stamps present. Catalog value is $1,000.. NET $450.00
#9335 CZECHOSLOVAKIA - Lighthouse hingeless pages from 160
thru 1980 in a springback binder. Stamps are mint, NH and virtually complete, including imperfs #2042, #2136-2138, #2190,
#2226, #2308 plus #2197 w/imprint. Catalog value is $1,300.
........................................................................... NET $695.00
#9161 DENMARK - European printed pages with used stamps from
1851 thru 1955. Small collection starting with #2 and including
#4-6, #10, #164-175. One mint stamp “snuck” in, that is #3.
Pages go to 1966................................................ NET $425.00
#9167 DENMARK - Schaubek Hingeless album from 1851 thru
1991 with mint and used stamps. Collection is mostly used prior to
1960 then virtually all mint thereafter. Somewhat sparse from
1961 thru 1967, Includes used #2, #25-34, #80, #82, #131,
#164-175, #176-177, #210-219, #B1-3, #C6-10, #J1-8 (J3&4
mint), #J9-24 & #P1-10. Other B.O.B. included... NET $695.00
#9218 DENMARK - Lighthouse album from 1854 thru 2003 with
mint and used stamps. Extensive collection, in mounts with lots of
“treasures” Includes used #3-6, #7-8, #11-14, #82, #131, #135,
#J1-7, #P1-10, #Q12-14. Mint highlights included are #132-133,
#136-137, #40 with certificate, #167a, #171a, #75a, #164-175,
#192-197, #210-219, #B3-5, #C1-5. Mixed mint and used #181191, #J9-14, #O16-24, #Q1-11. Also included are varieties with a
number of inverted frames, tete-beche, 1930’s booklet panes (22),
se-tenant w/labels and stamps (50+), telegraph stamps (50+),
locals (350) and more. Stamps from the 1930’s on are virtually all
mint. Prior to the 1930’s the vast majority are used. Catalog value
is well over $6,000.......................................... NET $2,250.00
#9265 DENMARK - Lighthouse pages with mint, NH in mounts
from 1994 thru 2008. Selection of approximately 40 booklet
panes and or mini sheets of 8 + label. Seven booklet panes have 2
of each but with different labels. Inventory included. Catalog value
is $1,375........................................................... NET $695.00
#9220 DOMINICA - Minkus album pages from 1874 thru 1984
with mostly mint stamps. Includes used #4, #6 and mint #65-78,
#80, #82, #97-110, #122-136 & #142-156. Approximately
90+% complete from 1949 on............................. NET $290.00
#9108 DENMARK - Scott album from 1854 thru 2009 with mint
and used stamps in mounts. Unusual collection since the original
collector had duplicate pages (one for mint & one for used) til
about 1980. Some of these pages are mixed. Includes mint #6569 (#68-69 NH), #210-219, #238A-J, #246-251, #B1-2, #M1-2,
#J9-24. Used highlights included are #82, #110, #164-175 &
#B3-5. Very strong from the 1930’s on. Modern issues are mint
only. Some duplication throughout....................... NET $950.00
#9277 DENMARK - Davo hingeless album from 1946 thru 1988

with mostly mint, NH stamps. Complete except for 16 definitives.
Pages start with 1851 and those contain some mint and used
stamps............................................................... NET $595.00
#9278 DENMARK - Lighthouse album with mint, NH stamps that
are in mounts from 1945 thru 2008. Apparently complete for the
years listed. Includes souvenir sheets. Catalog value is over
$2,000........................................................... NET $1,295.00
#9221 EGYPT - Variety of pages in a springback binder from 1866
thru the late 1960’s’. Small collection with room to expand. Some
pages are our of sequence................................... NET $300.00
#9222 EGYPT (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Minkus albums from 1866 thru
2007 with mostly use stamps. Includes used #C1 and mint #105107, #108-113, #168-171, #172-176, #177-188, #299-316, #C2
block NH, #M4 (2), #M6 (2). Fairly complete from 1925 on except
for gaps in the late 1990’s. There is some duplication throughout.
A number of sets in the 1920’s and the 1930’s are mixed mint &
used................................................................... NET $950.00
#9448 ESTONIA - Davo hingeless album with dustcover from 1991
thru 2005. Mint, NH and appears to be complete for this time period except for 1 souvenir sheet from 2001. Also includes a number
of mini sheets of 10............................................ NET $425.00
#9223 FALKLAND IS. - Scott album pages from 1878 thru 1983.
Mostly mint stamps which include #18, #25-27, #48, #72, #7780, #100, #107-120, #122-127, #128-142 and #166-179. Also
includes #28 in used condition. Dependencies included are
#1L19-33, all #2L’s, #3L’s, #4L’s & #5L’s all mint. NET $475.00
#9150 FAROE IS. - Lighthouse Hingeless album from 1975 thru
2012. All mint and almost complete from 1975 thru 2009 then
about 50% complete........................................... NET $695.00
#9166 FAROE IS. - Lighthouse Hingeless album from 1975 thru
2006 with mint, NH stamps. Complete collection with just a few
1983 & 1986 used sets). Also includes a number of Christmas
Seals sheets........................................................ NET $495.00
#9224 FAROE IS. - Schaubek hingeless album from 1975 thru
2001. Mint and complete for the 27 year time period, singles and
souvenir sheets................................................... NET $325.00
#9225 FAROE IS. (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Lindner hingeless albums from
1975 thru 2005. Mint and complete for this time period. Also i
includes full booklets and Christmas Seal sheets. Catalog value is
over $1,500........................................................ NET $675.00
#9253 FAROE IS. - Schaubek hingeless album from 1975 thru
1991. Appears to be mint and complete for years listed. Also
included is a page for the 1919 & 1940-1941 stamps....................
........................................................................... NET $325.00
#9145 FINLAND - Lighthouse hingeless album from 1917 thru
1991 with mint stamps. Outstanding collection with a few scattered earlier issues. Collection is 98% never hinged and almost
complete from 1931 on. Also included are stamps from the first
few years of Aland................................................ NET $895.00
#9147 FINLAND - Lighthouse Hingeless album from 1856 thru
1986. Collection is 90% used. Starts with #2 cut to shape w/ pen
cancel and includes 5 different with serpentine roulette.
Approximately 90+% complete from 1920 on...... NET $395.00
#9148 FINLAND - Printed album pages with mint and used stamps
from 1866 thru the late 1980’s and even some later. Small collection with room to expand. Includes #8 used with a few teeth missing. Fairly complete from the 1930’s to the 1980’s. Small collection of Karelia included........................................ NET $295.00
#9226 FINLAND (2 VOLUMES) - 2 albums with handmade pages
with mint stamp sin mounts from 1929 thru 2004. Starts with
#155 and is reasonably complete. Includes many booklets as well
as an excellent selection of semi postals. Beautifully arranged with
neatly typed descriptions. Catalog Value is over $2,200.................
............................................................................ NET $875.00
#9309 FINLAND (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Davo hingeless albums from
1875 thru 1989 with mostly mint stamps. Desirable collection
which is virtually complete from 1930 thru 1989. Includes mint
#38-45, #106, #153-154 and mint, NH #B5-7, #B24-26, #C4,
#Q6-9, #Q10-13. Also has a few used such as #118. Pages start
in 1856 and end in 1998. Catalog value is well over $1,500...........
........................................................................... NET $850.00
#9151 FINLAND - ALAND - Lighthouse Hingeless album from 1984
thru 2013. Collection is mint and approximately 85+% complete.
............................................................................ NET $375.00
#9164 FINLAND & ALAND - Schaubek Hingeless album from 1885
thru 1991 with mint and used stamps. Fine collection that is mostly used thru the 1930’s then mostly mint. Well represented from
1930 on. Includes used #46-53, #118, #153-154. Mint and used
from 1930 to 1967, then mint to the end. Small mint Aland collection from 1984 thru 1991 with a few sets missing. Karelia also
included. Pages start in 1856............................. NET $450.00
#9306 FINLAND -ALAND - Lighthouse album pages from 1984 thru
2002 in a Schaubek springback binder. Stamps are mint, NH and
in mounts. Appears to be complete and also includes se-tenants
and singles of some and vending machine stamps. NET $240.00
#9307 FINLAND-ALAND - Lighthouse hingeless album from 1984
thru 2007 with mint, NH stamps. Only lacking 5 stamps from
2006/7 for completion....................................... NET $295.00
#9109 FRANCE - Scott album from 1900 thru 1989 with mostly
used stamps in mounts. Includes Used #109-132, #253, #254A,
#348 & #624. Mostly used until the mid 1960’s, then mint and
used. No souvenir sheets until 1975. Reasonably complete from
1900 on. No Back of the Book included................ NET $495.00
#9110 FRANCE (Back of the Book) - Scott album pages from 1914
thru 1994 with mint stamps and a few used airmails. Outstanding
collection of semi postals, airmails, postage dues and other B.O.B.
Includes mint ##B1-2, #B11, #B21-23, #B27, #B28-30, #B3133, #B34, #B35-37, #B42-43, #B44-45, #B48-53, #B54-59,
#B66-67, #B68-69, #B70, #B73, #B83, #157a, #B249-254,
#B285-290, #B294-299, #C5-7, #C22, #C29-32, #J93-97. Semi
Postals are almost complete from #B27 on. All stamps are in
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mounts. Catalog Value is over $3,000................. NET $995.00
#9111 FRANCE (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Scott albums from 1853 thru
2005 with a few later. Has mint and used stamps, all in mounts.
Attractive collection that includes mint #127, #128-129, #198201, #256-57 NH, #264-83, #291-93, #294 NH, #296-297,
#299, #302, #304, #306 NH, #308 NH, #311-312 NH, #313-314
NH, #315-320, #321 NH, #342-347 NH, #348, #349 NH, #400414, #624 NH. The used highlights include #253. 19th Century
stamps total almost 100 with some duplication. From the 1930’s
to 1989, the collection is virtually complete. From 1990-2005,
approximately 70% complete. Many issues are here in both mint
and used condition. Pages start in 1849. There is overlapping of
1985-1994 years. Some later semi postals and airmails included.
There are no souvenir sheets prior to 1960 and no B.O.B. prior to
1989............................................................... NET $1,095.00
#9227 FRANCE (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Davo albums with dustcovers.
Stamps are mint and in mounts and start about 1965 thru 2000.
About 98% complete for the time period. There are a few used
scattered throughout. Includes booklets and B.O.B. Includes ear
lier airmails such as #C27, #C29-32, #C34-36 & #J93-97.............
........................................................................... NET $950.00
#9228 FRANCE - Lindner hingeless album from 1952 thru 1999.
Mint, booklet collection including 1952 thru 1958 semi postals.
Very strong from 1958 thru 1987 and 1994 thru 1999. There’s a
gap from 1988 thru 1993. Catalog value is over $1,600.................
........................................................................... NET $795.00
#9411 FRANCE (5 VOLUMES) - A collection of 5 albums each with
various mint and used stamps thru 1988 including duplication.
There are some colonial issues as well as modern booklets (starting
in 1956), better sets, etc. Includes mint 10 different between
#143//154, #185-196, #226b, #311-312, #348, #414, #B1219 (less #B17), #B28-30, #B31-33, #B73-102 and #B157a. It
can be organized into one collection with extras... NET $950.00
#9440 FRANCE (12 VOLUMES) - 1 Lindner hingeless album and 11
Safe Hingeless albums with dustcovers that run from 1860 thru
2009. Phenomenal collection of mint, NH collection, only one
stamp is LH and that is #C15. This massive collection includes
#12, #50, #99, #129, #140 with certificate, #144, #152, #195,
#226b, #262, #299,#300a, #301, #304, #306, #308, #311312, #320, #414, #752s, B2, #B16-18, #B21, #B23, #B26,
#B31-32, #B42-43, #B48-53, #B70, #B83, #B157a, #B249254, #B258-263, #B267-272,#B276-281, #B294-299, #B303308, #C5-6, #C7, #C15, #C22, #C34-36. Also includes semipostal booklet #B274a, #B282a, #B291a, #B301a, #B309 and
#B318a! Also included are numerous other booklets as well as
some deluxe proofs, stationery, etc. After the mid 1930’s, the collection is probably 95% complete. All of this is housed in beautiful
hingeless albums that would cost over $3,000 themselves.............
........................................................................ NET $7,500.00
#9100 ANDORRA - FRENCH - Scott pages with mint stamps, all in
mounts from 1932 thru the mid 1990’s with a few later. Includes
#105-113, #124-142, #143-153, #155-157, #159-160, #B1 (2),
#C1, #C2-4, #J21-31 AND #J42-45. Pages through 2010 with a
few stamps after 1995 except for 2008-2010 which appears to be
complete. All better Europa sets are included. Catalog Value is
approximately $1,000......................................... NET $350.00
#9229 FRENCH ANDORRA - Scott Specialty album from 1931 thru
2006. Collection is mint except for 2 stamps. Includes #85-123,
#124-142, #143-153, #159-160, #C1 & #C4. Appears complete
to 2004 from 1936. Some gaps in the last 2 years. NET $950.00
#9230 FRENCH ANDORRA - Scott album pages from 1936 thru
1991. Appears to be mint and complete excluding postage dues.
Includes #65-77, #85-123, #124-142, #143-153, #B1, #C1 &
#C2-4................................................................. NET $550.00
#9231 FRENCH POLYNESIA (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Lindner hingeless
albums from 1913 thru 1998. Comprehensive, mint collection that
is virtually complete from 1952 on. Includes #52-59, #65-69,
#76-79, #80-116, #1147-122, #12, #160-178, #B1-4, #B5,
#B6-11 and airmail #C17-19, #C20, #C21, #C24-27, #C33,
#C34-36, #C37, #C47a, #C48, #C50, #C52-53, #C54, #C77a,
#CB1. Catalog value is over $5,000................. NET $2,175.00
#9298 FRENCH POLYNESIA - Lighthouse springback binder with
black stockpages house mint, NH stamps from 1995 thru 2008.
Possibly complete and includes souvenir sheets and stamps up to
600f.................................................................. NET $425.00
#9232 FRENCH SOUTHERN ANTARCTIC TERRITORY (2 VOLUMES)
2 Lindner hingeless albums from 1955 thru 2007 with mint
stamps. Complete plus 1999 & 2009 booklets. Few sets from
2008-2009 included. Highlights include #16-19, #23-24, #2528, #30. Airmails included are #C1-6, #C6, #C7, #C13-14, #C1923 and #C26-27. One binder is black and one is light brown...........
........................................................................ NET $2,150.00
#9302 FRENCH SOUTHERN ANTARCTIC TERRITORY (2 VOLUMES)
- One binder is Official French Antarctic album 1954-1981, the
other is a Lindner hingeless album from 1989 thru 2006. They
include #16-19, #30, #31, #32, #46-51, #C1-2, #C6, #C7, #C8,
#C11, #C13-14, #C17, #C18, #C19-23. Lacking only 27 stamps
to be complete for the years listed. Catalog value is over $3,500.
........................................................................ NET $1,575.00
#9458 FRENCH COLONIES - Imperf Lot, 210 mint stamps in set s
and singles......................................................... NET $695.00
#9233 GEORGIA - Schaubek binder with quadrilled pages with
mint, NH stamps in mounts from 1993 thru 2010. Appears to be
complete for the years noted. Beautifully arranged and mounted.
........................................................................... NET $895.00
#9114 GERMANY - Scott album from 1949 thru 2000. Exciting
collection that includes mint #667-668 & #B309 NH, #669 NH,
#686 NH, #693 NH, #698-701 NH, #702-721, #B310-313 NH,
#B316-317, #B318-319 NH, #B320-323 NH, #B324 NH, #B325326 NH, #B331 NH, #B334-337. There are scattered sets from

2001-2009. Some duplication and some used throughout...........
........................................................................... NET $850.00
#9157 GERMANY (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Lighthouse Hingeless albums
with mint, NH stamps from 1949 thru 2000. Superlative collection
complete for the years noted. Highlights include #665-666, #667668 & #B309, #669, #670-685 (Posthorn set), #686, #702-721,
#B310-313, #B314-315, #B316-317, #B318-319, #B320-323,
#B327-330 & #B334-337.............................. NET $2,250.00
#9160 GERMANY (3 VOLUMES) - 3 Lighthouse Hingeless albums
with mint stamps from 1949 thru 2005. Splendid collection that is
about 98% complete (1995 is missing). Vast majority are NH.
Includes #669, #670-685 Posthorns, few low values are LH,
#B310-313, #B314-315, #B316-317 (#B317 has a crease). Some
later se-tenents are included............................ NET $2,150.00
#9177 GERMANY - Borek album from 1933 to 1945 with used
stamps. More than 95% complete. Includes #B59-67, #B69-78,
#B79-81, #B82-89 (2), #B90, #B91-92, #B93-101, #B102,
#B103, #B104, #B105, #B106, #B107-115, #B141-143, #B200291. Also note #B292-293 with fake cancels...... NET $395.00
#9338 GERMANY (4 VOLUMES) - 4 Hingeless Albums from 1949
thru 2000 with mint, NH stamps. Appears to be complete for this
52 year period. Note that the Posthorn set (#670-685) is signed
SCHLEGEL. Catalogs well over $6,000............ NET $3,950.00
#9437 GERMANY - Lighthouse hingeless album that runs from
1945 thru 1949. Stamps are mostly mint in this small collection of
Germany including Soviet Zone locals, French Zone, etc. Includes
mint, NH #3N1-20, #B298-301, #B302-303 and #B306-308.
........................................................................... NET $250.00
#9156 GERMANY - BERLIN - Lighthouse Hingeless album from
1948 thru 1991. Stamps are mostly mint and 99% NH. Beautiful
collection that features used #9N38-41, #9N67, #9N68, #9N80.
Mint, NH items featured are #9N69, #9N70-74, #9N75-79,
#9N81-83, #9N84-93, #9N99-100, #9N101-102, #9N108-110,
#9N120-136, #9NB4-5, #9NB6-7, #9NB8-11. About a dozen
stamps after 1953 are used, otherwise mint, NH.. NET $550.00
#9371 GERMANY-BERLIN - Mint and used stamps in a Lighthouse
album from 1948 thru 1990. Includes mint #9N1-20 (1 mark
w/fake ovpt), #9N21-34, #9N42-60 NH, #9NB3a NH (streaky
gum), 9NB4-5 NH, #9N6-7 NH. The #9N1-3 set is a facsimile.
Used included is #9N35-41, #9N61-63, #9N64-67. Many stamps
are both mint and used. Mint stamps are in mounts and used
stamps are hinged on the pages. Approximate catalog value is
$3,500........................................................... NET $1,495.00
#9115 DDR-EAST GERMANY - Scott album from 1949 thru 1990
with mint stamps in mounts. Very fine collection including #78-79,
#80-81, #82-84, #113-117, #122-136 and #B17-20 (2). Early
issues are almost complete without S/S. NET $595.00
#9219 GERMANY DDR - Davo album with mint, NH stamps in
mounts from 1979 thru 1990. Complete for the 12 year period
including souvenir sheets.................................... NET $295.00
#9314 EAST GERMANY - DDR - Scott Specialty album from 1948
thru 1979. Stamps are mint and in mounts. Appears complete for
the time period. There is no B.O.B. (semi postals, airmails, officials, etc.) Includes #54-57A, #82-84, #122-136, Karl Marx S/S
(4). Also includes 5 pages of provisional overprints. Early issues
are LH................................................................. NET $495.00
#9372 EAST GERMANY - DDR (7 VOLUMES) - 7 Safe hingeless
albums from 1949 thru 1990. Mint and fairly complete for the 42
year period. Includes souvenir sheets. Missing #54-57A, #58-67,
#82-84, #122-136, #144a-146a both perf and imperf. The
albums would cost more than our price................ NET $695.00
#9281 GIBRALTAR (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Kabe hingeless albums with
dustcovers. Stamps are mint from 1937 thru 2004. Virtually complete. Includes #132-145 & #147-60. Pages start in the beginning. Catalog value is over $1,500...................... NET $695.00
#9117 GREAT BRITAIN - Scott 2 post album from 1970 thru 2000.
Mint and used stamps in mounts. Small collection containing
many sets. Some earlier issues noted including #286-289 mint.
Stamps are on Scott blank pages......................... NET $295.00
#9282 GREAT BRITAIN - Scott album pages from 1840 thru 1949
with mostly used stamps. Starts with a 4 margin used #1. This collection includes used #2 pair, #26, #45, #85, #96, #103, #104,
#105, #107 faded, #108, #126, #139, #140, #174 and #180.
Mint, NH #122 & #203-204. Also many stamps in the $50-$90
range as well as a selection of offices in Morocco. Catalog value is
over $6,000.................................................... NET $1,495.00
#9413 GREAT BRITAIN - Mint stamps in mounts from 1997 thru
2007 housed in a Lighthouse binder with handmade pages with GB
imprinted on them. Reasonably complete for the time period.
Includes souvenir sheets..................................... NET $550.00
#9414 GREAT BRITAIN (4 VOLUMES) - 4 Schaubek albums with
mint stamps in mounts from 1978 thru 2010. About 90% complete. Includes souvenir sheets, booklets, panes and some used
scattered throughout, mostly up to 1990. Solid selection of
Machins. Only a few 2009-2010 issues. Catalog value is over
$3,200........................................................... NET $1,650.00
#9415 GREAT BRITAIN - Beardcraft album with titled handmade
pages from 1979 thru 1996 with mint, NH stamps in mounts.
Appears complete with booklets for this 18 year time period...........
.......................................................................... NET $495.00
#9416 GREAT BRITAIN - Davo album, mostly in mounts and mostly
mint stamps from 1840 thru 1989. Exceptional collection starting
with #1, cut close. Other used highlights include #2 (2 1/2 mgn),
#7 (3 mgn), #37-43 (5 v.), #44-46, #48, #57, #65, #70-73, #7887, #94-95, #96, #98-107,#108-109, #139-141, #173-175,
#O5, #O33, #O36 and #O77. Much 19th century included.
Appears complete from 1953 on and about 98% mint. The dues
are complete, used as well as regionals also collected. Catalog
value is over $16,000...................................... NET $4,995.00
#9419 GB - MACHINS (3 VOLUMES) - Handmade pages with print-

ed GB headings in 3 GB printed binders. Stamps are mint and in
mounts from 1969 thru 1982. Excellent collection including
regionals. Fairly complete including multiples, tagging varieties,
booklets, booklet panes, etc. Also includes a few FDC’s. Neatly
arranged with typed notes.................................... NET $595.00
#9417 GB - ISLE OF MAN - Schaubek album with a dustcover.
Stamps are mint and in mounts from 1973 thru 1994. Fine collection lacking about two dozen stamps for completion. No B.O.B.
issues included................................................... NET $295.00
#9418 GB - GUERNSEY & ALDERNEY (2 VOLUMES) - 2 White Ace
albums with dustcovers. Stamps are from 1969 thru 1998 and
mint in mounts. Guernsey is complete from 1969 thru 1990 and
includes #22a. Alderney is complete from 1983 thru 1998............
........................................................................... NET $425.00
#9420 GB - GUERNSEY (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Lindner hingeless albums
from 1969 thru 1996. Appears to be mint and complete for this 28
year time period. All NH except for the first definitive set.................
........................................................................... NET $495.00
#9311 GREECE - Album pages in 3 ring binder from 1861 thru
1974. Outstanding mostly mint collection includes some used,
such as #9, #19, #50 and #126. Mint highlights are #124, #338343, #378-380, #381, #382, #416-420,#472-481, #490-497,
#520-522, #525-534, #535-538, #539-544, #545-548, #549555, #556-567, #568-573, #574-581, #582-585, #587-600,
#604-617, #C1-4, #C5-7, #C8-14, #C22-30, #C38-47, #C6770, #C71-73, #C74-80, mostly LH. Catalog value is over $4,500...
........................................................................ NET $1,495.00
#9315 GREECE - Quadrilled pages in 3 ring binder with mint
stamps in mounts from 1956 thru 1982, appears to be complete.
Includes #587-600 & #604-617......................... NET $425.00
#9316 GREECE (3 VOLUMES) - 3 Davo Hingeless albums from
1861 thru 1989. Early issues, including 36 Hermes Heads are
mostly used. Then it’s mint from the late 1950’s to the end is 99+%
complete. Includes #117-126, #517-519, #587-600, #604-617,
#632-638, #639-648, #C67-70, #C74-80..... NET $1,095.00
#9317 GREECE - 32 pages stockbook with mint, NH stamps from
1958 thru 2003. Starts with #618 and is apparently complete
including souvenir sheets and stamps that were issued in sheets
and booklet form. Most souvenir sheets are at the back of the
book................................................................... NET $950.00
#9451 GREECE (2 VOLUMES) - 2 three ring binders filled with
quadrilled pages with stamps from 1950 thru 1984. A fairly complete collection from 1956 on with stamps both mint and used.
Neatly mounted with Minkus #5 listed................. NET $295.00
#9168 GREENLAND (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Safe Dual Hingeless albums
with mint stamps from 1938 to 2006. Substantial collection that
is complete (only lacking a few late self adhesive pairs). Includes
all major Scott numbers (less #22a-27a). Also includes #Q4,
#Q6a, #Q7, #Q8, #Q10-11. Catalog Value is over $3,500..............
........................................................................ NET $1,395.00
#9176 GREENLAND (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Stender Hingeless albums
from 1938 thru 2012. All stamps are used unless noted. Superior
collection that appears to be complete from 1950 (scott #28) to
the end. Also included are mini sheets. All are neatly cancelled.
The only mint are #10-18 & #22-27. Seldom offered!! Pages go
up to 2014. Reprints of Parcel Post stamps 13 souvenir sheets and
6 sheets of 25 included................................... NET $1,150.00
#9250 GREENLAND - Schaubek pages with mostly used stamps
from 1938 thru 1996. Reasonably complete. Includes #10-18
mint. Some issues are both mint and used........... NET $250.00
#9251 GREENLAND - Schaubek hingeless pages from 1938 thru
1991. Stamps are mostly mint with very few used. Includes mint
#1-9 and years 1969 thru 1991 virtually complete. A faulty used
#27a is also included........................................... NET $395.00
#9284 GREENLAND - Handmade pages with mint stamps in
mounts from 1938 to mid 2004. Appears to be complete from
1950 on. Includes booklets and souvenir sheets. Highlights are
#1-9, #28-38, #39-40 and complete booklet of #91a & #130a.
........................................................................... NET $795.00
#9286 GREENLAND - Schaubek album in a springback binder with
mint, NH stamps in mounts from 1938 thru 2004. Exceptional collection that is 99+% complete. Only lacking #22a-27a and perhaps one or two recent sets. Includes 12 booklets (one is cancelled), Includes #1-9, #10-18, #19-27, #28-38 & #39-40.
Catalog value is over $3,250............................ NET $1,995.00
#9300 GREENLAND - Schaubek hingeless album in a springback
binder with mint, NH stamps from 2005 thru 2009. Fairly complete
for this modern time period and includes booklets, souvenir sheets,
mini sheets and a few FDC’s. Catalog value is over $1,800.............
............................................................................ NET $775.00
#9312 GREENLAND - Lindner hingeless album from 1989 thru
2008. Collection of 31 mint booklets. Starts with Scott #91a........
........................................................................... NET $595.00
#9318 GRENADA - Scott Specialty album with mostly mint stamps
from 1861 thru 1982. Fine collection with numerous better items
such as mint #6 no gum, #10 no gum, #21, #25, #27, #47, #4856, #58-59, #63-65, #112, #114-123, #131-142, #199 NH &
#J2-3. Collection virtually complete from 1934 on and also
includes a number of Grenadines sets and souvenir sheets.............
............................................................................ NET $575.00
#9319 HONG KONG - Scott album pages with mostly used from
1862 thru 1973. Includes used #1 top perfs trimmed, #7 short
perfs at bottom, wing copy, #26-27, #52, #70, #99, #145. Mint
highlights are #78, #147-150. #165, #180-183 and #234-235.
........................................................................... NET $325.00
#9320 HONG KONG (3 VOLUMES) - 3 binders loaded with mint
and used stamps from 1935 thru 2005 mounted on homemade
pages. Strong collection that includes used #147-150, #166,
#203-217 and #298a. Mint included are #151-153, #161, #168173, #225-228, #239-244, #245a-246a, #249-250 and #275-
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288. Also includes many souvenir sheets and booklets..................
........................................................................ NET $1,395.00
#9288 HUNGARY (2 VOLUMES) - 2 large Scott Specialty albums
with mint and used stamps from 1871 thru 1987. Attractive collection with a number of issues collected both mint and used. Some
early issues are postmarked in Austria. Mint includes #415-417,
#462-465, #996, #C1-2 & #C12-23. Also included are a number
of imperfs (1949 3 value UPU pairs) and occupation issues. pages
up to 1996.......................................................... NET $800.00
#9410 HUNGARY (7 VOLUMES) - 3 Davo hingeless albums thru
1978, 3 various different album from 1982 thru 2003 two fo the
books overlap (1984-1990) in mounts plus 1 book of 240 plus souvenir sheets. Includes mostly mint like #486 (2), #1202a imperf,
#2565 sheetlet imperf and #B206 imperf........ NET $1,595.00
#9170 ICELAND - Lighthouse Hingeless album from 1930 thru
2013. Stamps are all mint in this very fine collection that includes
#193 NH, #194, #209-211, #221 & #224 NH, #203-208B NH,
#232-235 NH (#232 XLH), #240-245, #246-252 NH, #257-268
NH, #273, #B5 NH, #C3 NH, #C15-20 NH (#C17 LH), #O4 NH,
#O53-55, NH. Almost complete from 1944 thru 1996 and about
75% complete after to 2013. Pages start from 1873......................
........................................................................... NET $850.00
#9321 ICELAND - Schaubek hingeless album pages from 2005
thru 2008. Mint and virtually complete for this modern time period. Includes some booklets................................. NET $325.00
#9323 ICELAND - Stender album with mostly used stamps from
1893 thru 2001. Small but good collection with many sets.
Includes #143 revenue cancel, #150, #203-208B, #257-268,
#273, #274-277, #284-286, #B6 and C27-29.... NET $325.00
#9324 ICELAND - Lighthouse hingeless album with mint and used
stamps from 1873 thru 1971. Superlative collection featuring
used #7, #84, #85, #86-91, #99-107, #108-128, #240-245,
#C2, #C4-8, #C9-11, #O50-51. Mint, NH included are #98, #102,
#119, #125, #142, #144-148, #149, #150, #193-194,#195198, #232-235, #240-245, #246-252, #257-268, #273, #289296 and #B5. Mint included are #2, #3, #4, #4a, #5, #9, #10,
#11, #12, #32, #34-44B, #152-166, #176-186, #203-208B,
#213-216, #C4-8 and #C9-11. An excellent selection of officials,
mint or used and sometimes both included. Also included is a
large variety of 1902-1903 overprints.............. NET $4,250.00
#9328 ICELAND (3 VOLUMES) - 1 Schaubek hingeless album and
2 Davo hingeless albums with mostly mint stamps from 1902 thru
2004. Wonderful collection with perhaps 2 dozen used stamps.
Mint includes #203-208B, #213-216, #217-218, #240-245,
#246-252, #257-268, #274-277, #278-282, #284-286, #289296, #C15-20 (#C17a instead of #C17). Pages start from the
beginning........................................................... NET $795.00
#9279 IRELAND (5 VOLUMES) - 5 Davo hingeless albums along
with dustcovers. Stamps are mint from 1922 thru 2006. This is
the finest Ireland collection we have offered. Numerous better
items throughout. Includes mint, NH #10A, #48a, #60a, #226a.
Also mint #15-18, #19-22, #23-35, #26b, #36, #37, #39-43,
#61a, #77b-79b, #91-92, #96-98, #106-117. Intact booklets
(listed by Hibernian catalog #’s) #HB7, #7a, #8, #9, #10, #11 (2),
#12. Booklet panes #P6, #9, #11, #12. Includes many mini
sheets, Christmas bonus sheets, se-tenants, gutter pairs, etc., etc.
Collection is almost complete from 1937 on. Some additional
pages are on Lindner hingeless pages (mostly for booklets, booklet
panes, etc). Catalog value is $8,500................ NET $3,495.00
#9292 IRELAND - Lighthouse hingeless album with dustcover
houses mint, NH stamps from 1980 thru 1998. Complete for this
19 year time period. Also includes booklets and 42 mini sheets.
........................................................................... NET $695.00
#9310 IRELAND - White Ace album with mostly used stamps from
1922 thru 1982. Very nice, well organized collection with many
issues collected mint and used. Includes mint #12, #56 NH, #57
NH, #79 NH, #92 NH, #105. Used highlights are #5-8, #11, #1718, #32-33, #87 and #96-98. From 1943 on, it appears to be
complete either mint or used or both. Catalog value is over
$2,000............................................................... NET $795.00
#9322 IRELAND - Scott album pages from 1922 thru 1970. Solid
mint collection in mounts that features #12-14, #39-43, #44-58,
#59-62, #65-76, #91-92, #93, #105 and #J1-4. Appears to be
complete from 1940 on. Issues prior to 1940 are hinged. Catalog
value is approximately $2,000............................. NET $795.00
#9326 ISRAEL - White Ace album with mint stamps in mounts from
1948 thru 1955. Complete set of singles for this time period. #19 are LH & #J1-5 are NH. All the stamps have “U of M Stamp
Collection” in small letters stamped on the back of them................
........................................................................... NET $250.00
#9327 ISRAEL - White Ace pages from 1949 thru 1974 with mint
stamps with tabs. Includes #15, #23, #25, #27, #31-32, #35-36,
#37, #62-64, #66-69, #C16 & #O1-4. Stamps from 1961 on are
in mounts, prior issues are LH. Pages start with 1948 and end with
1975, except for pages #14-16 which are missing (Scott #44-55).
................................................................................ NET $350.00
#9329 ISRAEL (2 VOLUMES) - 1 Kabe hingeless album and 1 Davo
hingeless album with mint stamps. Pages start from 1948, stamps
(tabs) from 1951. Fairly complete for the time period. Also
includes souvenir sheets. #16 used and the 1965 set of tete-beche
sheets cancelled are included. Not included in this collection is
#133-136b, #241a and #C16. The Kabe album goes thru 1987
and Davo from 1988 thru 2000........................... NET $395.00
#9333 ISRAEL - Minkus album from 1948 thru 1969 with mint, NH
tabs in mounts. Virtually complete. Only missing #7-9, #16, #27
left, #55, #133-136b, #241a. #15 has both right and left tabs.
Also includes #C1-6, #C16 & #J6-11. Catalog value is over
$2,900........................................................... NET $1,450.00
#9441 ISRAEL (BOX LOT) - 4 Lindner hingeless album and dustcovers plus 2006-2011 supplements for tabs and mini sheets. The
collection itself goes from 1948 thru 1985 (pages go thru 2005).

Stamps are mint, NH in this extensive collection including #1-6,
#15, #17-22, #24, #28-30, #31-32, #33-34, #35-36, #37, #46047, #48-50, #55, #C1-6 and #C16. Also includes #10-14 tetebeche gutter pairs, #16 souvenir sheet, #31-32 three tete-beche
pairs, #241a and #J1-5 singles. Complete from 1952 on except for
#136B. While the collection only goes through 1985, there are
pages for 1986 thru 2005 in the albums,plus the extra supplements. Cost for these was over $900............... NET $1,495.00
#9122 ITALY - Scott album from 1891 thru 1990 with a few as late
as 2004. Stamps are both mint and used and in mounts. They are
mint thru the early 1950’s then mint and used until about 1990,
the album is less than 50% filled from the 1950’s thru 1990.
Highlights included are mint #68-72, #73-75, #119-122, #123,
#140-142, #43-146, #159-164, #188-191, #197-200, #232238, #242-246, #258-264, #310-314, #324-328, #359-366,
#367-376, #377-386, #387-396, #400-409, #413-418 (2),
#510-513, #514 NH, #518, #526-527, #533-534 NH, #535-536
(2), #568-569 NH, #582-583, #594-596 NH. No back of the book
stamps. All the stamps, mint and used are in mounts. Catalog
Value is $2,500................................................... NET $850.00
#9123 ITALY (Back of the Book) - Scott album pages from 1923
thru 1970. Stamps are mint and in mounts. Highlights include
#B17-19, #B20-25, #B26-29, #B30-33, #B35-38, #B39-42,
#C3-9, #C20-22, #C28-32 (2), #C34, #C35-39 (2), #C40-41 NH,
#C52-55, #C66-72, #C73-79, #C79-83, #C84-88 and #C100105. Also includes pages for Italian WWII stamps. Catalog Value
is over $1,300...................................................... NET $495.00
#9339 ITALY (3 VOLUMES) - 1 Lighthouse hingeless album plus 2
books with handmade pages. Has mint stamps in mounts from
1976 thru 2007. Appears to be complete but excludes J#’s, Q#’s,
etc. Catalog is over $1700.................................. NET $795.00
#9340 ITALY - Lindner hingeless album from 1862 thru 1963 with
mostly mint stamps. Fabulous collection, almost complete from
1914 on. Only a small number of sets and singles are missing.
There are also a number of color and perforation varieties throughout. Early issues include mint #47, #58-63, #67 regum and used
#64-66, #72, #81. Stamps from 1914 on includes mint #115116, #119-122,#159-164, #171-174, #174a-G, #201-210, #248256, #258-264, #268-279, #280-289, #290-306, #324-328,
#331-341, #349-354, #359-366, #367-376, #377-386, #400409, #413-415 (varieties), #495-506, #549-567 , #B17-18,
#B30-333, #C3-9, #C10-11, #C28-34, #C62-65, #C73-78,
#C79-83, #C84-88, #C89-94, #C95-99, #C100-105, #C127128, #D1-14, #J54-64, #OY1-4, #Q37-48, #Q55-60. Used included is #263a (perf 12), #518, #J21-24, #J25-27 and #Q1-6. Also
includes Aegean Is. mint #C26-27. One last item is a footnote after
#135, 15c gray unissued mint, NH. Catalog value is well over
$7,000........................................................... NET $2,650.00
#9124 ITALY TRIESTE A - Scott album pages from 1947 thru 1954.
Includes mint stamps in mounts, appears to be mostly NH such as
#1-14, #34, #36-39 LH, #42-44, #45-46, #53-54, #72-73, #7475, #77-78, #82-83, #85-87, #90-108, #115-117, #170-177,
#C1-6 and #C7-12.............................................. NET $395.00
#9331 ITALY - TRIESTE “A” AND AMG - J.V. Bush pages in an album
with mostly mint stamps, very few used from 1945 thru 1954.
Includes AMG, Sicily, Bari, Naples, France, VG, Germany, Austria as
well as Trieste “A”. Pages include room for varieties. A wealth of
written information plus a Bush catalog is also included. This collection is a must for the specialist in this area or for someone looking for something new and very different. Excellent representation
for all areas......................................................... NET $775.00
#9336 ITALY & COLONIES - Scott Specialty album from 1890 thru
1953 with mostly used stamps. Highlights includes mint #165168, #265-267, #331-341 and used #489-492, #515-517, #526527, #572-573 and #579-580. B.O.B. is weak. Also note that
most of the Aegean Islands Ferrucci issues are present in mint.
Rhodes #J1-9 used is in the collection.................. NET $295.00
#9337 ITALY & COLONIES & AREAS (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Scott
Specialty albums from 1863 thru 1962 with mint and used stamps.
Italy includes mint #119-122, #140-142, #143-146, #258-264,
#268-279, #280-289 & #B1-3. And then used #207, #409,
#538-539, #544-546,#568-569, #B38, #C73-76 and #E17. San
Marino mint #172, Somalia mint #70-71, #114-118, #B1-4 and
used #10-16, #18-19. Pages included for other areas but with little or no stamps................................................... NET $895.00
#9467 ITALY & AREAS - Lindner Hingeless blank pages from the
1870’s thru 1959 with mint and used stamps. Includes mint #115116, #130-132, #277-279, #288-289, #B20-25, #B39-42, #C1,
#C42-47 some toning, #C52-55, #CE1-2, #CE8-9, #E11, #O1-8.
Includes used #108, #124-125, #143-146 (questionable cancels), #165-166, #229-231, #B37, #C7, #C105, #J2, #J25-27,
#J40, #Q1-5 and much more. Good selection of dues as well as
Occupation issues plus Sassone & Bolaffi listed stamps. There is
duplication throughout as well as mixed condition. Catalog value is
well over $2,500................................................. NET $895.00
#9246 JAPAN - Scott pages in a 3 ring binder with mint stamps in
mounts from 1962 thru 1978. Appears complete except for 1963
thru 1965, those pages are missing..................... NET $295.00
#9341 JAPAN - Scott album pages from 1941 thru 1963 with mint
stamps. Fairly complete and includes #422, #479, #480-497,
#505-508 blocks and singles, #515A, #523-540. Stamps prior to
1956 are hinged. 1956 and later are in mounts. There are no souvenir sheets, 1950-1952 are high values or B.O.B. NET $325.00
#9429 JAPAN - Scott Specialty album with mostly mint stamps in
mounts from 1871 thru 1960. Strong collection with stamps from
1875 on. Nice selection of early issues used such as #457, #B11
and then lots of nice mint stamps such as #230-233, #280-283,
#285-288, #290-293, #303-306, #308-311, #315-318, #320323, #385a, #400a, #407,#408, #415, #417-421, #422, #423,
#437, #438, #439-442, #479, #480-497, #517a, #519a, #522
S/S, #523-540, #575a, #584, #594 S/S, #606 S/S and #617

S/S. Also mint Parks S/S (all without folders), #283a, #288a,
#293a, #306a, #318a, #323a, #453a, #463a, #504a, #545a,
#564a and #572a. A selection of semi postals and airmails is also
included.......................................................... NET $1,750.00
#9450 JAPAN (2 VOLUMES) - 2 three ring binders with quadrilled
pages filled with mostly mint stamps from 1955 thru 1984. Fine
collection that includes mint #625a, #634, #636, #636A, #703,
#704, #734, #712-23, #747-754, #1087,#1087a, #B12-31 (6
S/S). There are scattered stamps throughout but overall it is probably 90% mint..................................................... NET $295.00
#9261 KAZAKHSTAN - Scott Specialty album with mint stamps in
mounts from 1992 thru 2008. Appears to be complete. Also
includes a number of overprint varieties and some mini sheets.
Catalog value is over $850.................................. NET $425.00
#9269 KAZAKHSTAN - Quadrilled pages with mint, NH stamps in
mounts from 1995 thru 1999. Collection of mini sheets and some
blocks of 4. All are Scott ID’d. Catalog value is $975......................
........................................................................... NET $395.00
#9344 LAOS - Computer generated printed album pages in and
album with a dustcover holds these mint stamps from 1951 thru
1975. Virtually complete, mostly in mounts. Includes #25-26 &
#C13 are LH. Also includes mint #27-29 + C20-21, first issue 26
mint, NH souvenir sheets and booklet covers and interleaving and
much more.......................................................... NET $595.00
#9446 LATVIA - Davo hingeless album with dustcover from 1991
thru 2005. Mint, NH and appears complete for the time period.
Also includes a number of mini sheets of 10 (2 rows of 5 each tetebeche)................................................................ NET $850.00
#9126 LIECHTENSTEIN - Scott album from 1917 thru 1999 with a
few later. Excellent collection with mint stamps in mounts such as
#69, #90-93, #116-129, #151 NH, #152 NH, #157-159, #171
NH, #176-180 NH, #215-217 NH, #222 NH, #227-235 NH, #239
NH, #243-245, #247-258, #261-263, #265 NH, #266-269,
#270-273 NH, #274-276, #277-280, #281-283 NH, #297-300
NH, #353-355 NH, #B4-6, #B7-10, #B18, #C1-6, #C7-8, #C1516, #C24-33, #J13-20 and #O21-29. Then sparse up to 2008
except 2006 which is complete. Catalog value is well over
$2,000............................................................... NET $895.00
#9290 LIECHTENSTEIN (3 VOLUMES) - 3 Davo hingeless albums
with dustcovers from 1912 thru 2006. Mostly mint with just a couple of used throughout. Fairly complete from 1960 (about 8085%). Includes #356. Somewhat sparse prior to 1960..................
........................................................................... NET $675.00
#9291 LIECHTENSTEIN - Lighthouse hingeless album from 1945
thru 2004 with mint, NH stamps. Complete, as per pages, less perforation varieties (#259a, #260a) and 1995 & 2003 ATM stamps.
Includes #238, #247-258, #264, #356. Also includes white
paper varieties of #O42a & #O43a. Catalog value is over $3,000.
........................................................................ NET $1,375.00
#9295 LIECHTENSTEIN - Lighthouse hingeless album from 1912
thru 1977, pages continue to 1979. Good collection featuring mint
#74-80, #356, #C1-6, #J13-20 and mint, NH #266-269, #270273, #274-276, #277-280, #308-311, #320-323. Also includes
#C15 XLH and #C16 NH. Fairly complete from 1957 on. Catalog
over $1,000....................................................... NET $435.00
#9342 LIECHTENSTEIN B.O.B. - Mostly Scott album pages with
mint and used stamps from 1925 thru 1960. All B.O.B. and all the
mint stamps are NH. Includes #B1-23 mint, #C7-23 mint, #C2433 mint or used, #CV1-6 mint or used, #J1-28 mint or used and
#O11-20 with tape stains. Cat. value is $1,000. NET $375.00
#9343 LIECHTENSTEIN - Quadrilled and blank album pages with
mint, hinged stamps from 1949 thru 1965. Appears to be complete without any B.O.B. Includes #238, #260, #264, #287-288
and #356........................................................... NET $295.00
#9447 LITHUANIA - Davo hingeless album with dustcover from
1990 thru 2005. Mint, NH and appears complete for the time period. Also includes a number of mini sheets of 10 (2 rows of 5 tetebeche)................................................................ NET $650.00
#9127 LUXEMBOURG - Scott album from 1912 to 2000. Mint
stamps in mounts.Desirable collection with numerous sets including #272-277 NH, #278-279 NH, #280-285 NH, #286-291 NH,
#306-309 NH, #315-317 NH, #318-320, #B20-24 NH, #B40-44
NH, #B45-49, #B50-54, #B55-59, #B60-65, #B86-91 NH,
#B92-97 NH, #B98-103 NH, #B132 NH, #B137-142 NH, #B151
NH, #B152-154 NH, #B156-161, #B162-165 NH, #B170-173 NH,
#B186-191 NH, #C16-20 NH. Somewhat sparse until 1947, then
about 50% complete thru 2000. Scattered sets from 2000 on.
Some used throughout. Album pages start in 1852 and go through
2011................................................................... NET $695.00
#9293 LUXEMBOURG - Minkus album from 1852 thru 1994 with
mostly mint stamps and 98% in mounts. Strong collection that is
about 90+% complete from 1906 on. Includes mint #86, #217,
#272-277, #278-279, #280-285, #318-20 plus strong semi
postal representation. Also includes some used such as #1, #9.
Without #125a, #151 & #B65G-Q. Still a wonderful collection
with room to expand........................................... NET $550.00
#9294 LUXEMBOURG (3 VOLUMES) - 3 Davo hingeless albums
from 1873 thru 2006. Stamps are mostly mint. Complete from
1961 on (less 2 stamps from 2003). Relatively sparse prior.
Includes mint, NH #315-317 and #329-331. Pages start from
1852.................................................................. NET $450.00
#9240 MACEDONIA - Lindner hingeless album from 1992 thru
2008. Stamps are mint, NH and almost complete for this time period, regular issues and commemoratives. Catalog value is $900.
............................................................................ NET $475.00
#9241 MACEDONIA - Lindner hingeless album from 1992 thru
2008. Stamps are mint, NH and appears complete for this time
period. Includes postal tax stamps and souvenir sheets. Catalog
value is over $900............................................... NET $575.00
#9352 MALAYA & STATES - Scott album pages from 1900 thru
1957 with mostly mint stamps. Includes mint #15 and used #18a-
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25b. Most states are represented. Includes Johore #75 used revenue cancel, mint #129, Kedah #35 mint, Kelanten #45 mint,
Malacca #2 mint, Perlis #29-39 mint and Selangor #75 mint.........
........................................................................... NET $350.00
#9459 MALI, MAURITANIA & DAHOMEY - Mint, NH imperforate lot
including Mali #C65 x 50, #116-117 & C71-72 x 10, #C66-67 x
30, #C64 x 60 plus 82 additional stamps. Mauritania 38 stamps
and Dahomey 128 stamps including EuropaAfrique. Total 578
stamps............................................................... NET $995.00
#9128 MALTA - Scott album with mint stamps in mounts from
1903 thru 2003. Small but good collection from this ever-popular
British European nation. Includes #21-27, #28-45, #184-187,
#191-205 NH, #208-222, #246-262 NH. Mid 1960’s to 1990
about 75% complete with scattered sets from 1991 to 2003.
Album pages run from 1860 thru 2006................ NET $450.00
#9453 MALTA (3 VOLUMES) - 3 Davo hingeless albums with dustcovers from 1957 thru 2006. From 1965 to the end, the collection
is mint and almost complete including souvenir sheets. There are
a handful of stamps prior to 1957 including the only used stamp, a
#224 hi value Silver Wedding issue. Pages start from the beginning in 1860........................................................ NET $595.00
#9353 MAURITIUS - Scott album pages from 1860 thru 1977 with
mostly mint stamps. From the beginning to 1935 is mixed mint and
used. Mint thereafter. Includes mint #56-58, #67, #85, #211222, #235-249, #251-265 and #276-290.......... NET $295.00
#9245 MOLDOVA - Scott quadrilled pages in a ring binder with
mint, NH stamps from 1991 thru 2006. Selected issues of sheets,
mini sheets and booklets. All Scott # identified. Catalog value is
$639.................................................................. NET $295.00
#9260 MOLDOVA - Scott Specialty album with mint stamps in
mounts from 1991 thru 2008. Virtually complete plus a number of
overprint varieties on early stamps. Catalog value is over $900.
............................................................................ NET $475.00
#9349 MOLDOVA - Large Lighthouse stockbook with mint, NH
stamps from 1992 thru 2007. Excellent collection and strongest
from 1994 on, almost complete. Small quantities from 2-4 (some
later 5) of each. Vast majority of sets are in blocks of 4. Catalog
value is over $3,000........................................ NET $1,595.00
#9130 MONACO (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Scott albums from 1891 thru
2010. Stamps are mint and in mounts. Substantial collection with
extensive representation. Includes #40-49, #131-144, #145-158,
#159, #160-175B, #176, #228-232, #258-259, #262-273 NH,
#283-287, #291b NH, #295-300 & Airmails, #333 NH, #340-349
& Airmails, #381-390 & Airmails, #B19-23, #B26-35, #B51-60,
#B94 NH, #B99a, #C1 (2) NH, #C27-29, #C41-44 (perf 11),
#C55-58, #C69-72A NH, #C84-88 NH, #CB7-10, #CB11-14 NH,
#J28-38A, #J39a-47a. There’s a few used stamp throughout.
Some sets duplicated. From the 1950’s to 1990, almost complete
(some Europa Mini sheets missing). From 1991 thru 2010 it’s
approximately 66% complete........................... NET $1,495.00
#9158 MONACO - Stockbook with mint, NH stamps after 1950 and
some earlier. Stamps run from 1885 thru 1985. Choice collection
that is almost complete from the 1950’s to the mid 1980’s. Earlier
highlights include #2, #4, #5, #7, #8, #11-29, #131-144, #159,
#204-208 & #CB7-10), #295-300 & #C36-39, #328-332, #B27, #B9-17, #B19-23, #C81-88 and a number of Europa issues in
mini sheets...................................................... NET $1,650.00
#9354 MONACO (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Scott Specialty albums with
mostly mint stamps in mounts from 1885 thru 1998 with just a few
later. Superb collection that is virtually complete from 1924 on.
There are almost 3 dozen used stamps within. Highlights include
used #129 & #130 and mint #1-2, #4-8, #13, #27-228, #30-32,
#40-49, #127, #131-144, #159, #176, #204-208 & CB, #209213 & CB, #267-273, #283-287, #291b, #295-300 & C, #328332, #333, #371-379 & C, #B19-23, #B26-35, #B36-50, #B5160, #C41-44, #C53-58, #J1-15A, #J16-18, #J21-26, #J28-38A,
#J39-56. A number of mini sheets and booklets also included.
Catalog value is well over $6,000..................... NET $3,750.00
#9355 MONACO - 1949 UPU #245-246, #C30-33 all on handmade pages. Superlative and extensive specialized collection that
includes #245, #246, #C30 sunken die proofs on 3 cards; #245A,
#C31-33 proofs on 4 individual cards; #245-246 sunken die
proofs in black on 3 cards; #245, #246, #C30 collective sunken
die proofs on 1 card; #C30 3 different gummed margin color
proofs; #245-246, #C30-33 on 2 imperf presentation proof cards
plus 1 deluxe proof card; #245A, C31-33 perf and imperf gummed
presentation cards; #245, #246, #C30 perf and imperf gummed
presentation cards; #245-246, #C30-33 7 margin imperf singles;
#245-246, #C30-33 7 margin imperf pairs; #245, #246, #C30
imperf corner blocks; #245-246, #C30-33 set of 2 cacheted
FDC’s, #245-246, #C30-33 imperf set of 2 cacheted FDC’s. All
issued without gum unless noted. Catalog value is over $4,000.
........................................................................ NET $2,250.00
#9356 MONACO (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Lighthouse hingeless albums
from 1971 thru 2006 with mint stamps. Only lacking 22 stamps to
be complete. Includes booklets and mini sheets, mostly Europa
from 1974 on. Advertised retail is over $4,000. NET $2,250.00
#9357 MONTSERRAT - Minkus album pages from 1876 thru 1987
with mostly mint stamps. Sparse up to 1935. Then, reasonably
complete. Includes mint #92-103, #114-126, #128-142, #146149, #159-175 and #231-243A.......................... NET $275.00
#9132 NETHERLANDS ANTILLES (CURACAO) - Scott album from
1927 thru 1997 with mint stamps in mounts. Highlights include
#95-105, #110-126, #127-143, #152-163, #C1-3, #C4-16,
#C18-32, #CB1-8 & #CB9-12. Also includes some Netherlands
New Guinea, like #B1-3 and Netherlands Indies #B4-11. A few
sets from Aruba also included. Catalog Value is over $1,000.........
........................................................................... NET $395.00
#9239 NETHERLANDS (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Lindner hingeless albums
from 1977 thru 1995. Mint and virtually complete with just a few

used throughout, most notably officials............... NET $675.00
#9262 NETHERLANDS - White Ace pages with mint and used
stamps from 1864 thru 1975. Attractive collection that is almost
complete from 1935 on. Includes used #20, #22, #278-81, #B5053 & #J3-12. Mint stamps included are #B214-218, #B219-223,
#B224-228, #B229-233, #B234-237, #B238-242, #B264-268
and #B291-295................................................. NET $355.00
#9280 NETHERLANDS (6 VOLUMES) - 6 Lindner hingeless albums
from 1852 thru 2001. First 2 books thru 1971 are somewhat
sparse on early numbers but fill in past 1955. The latter 4 books
are virtually all mint. Includes numerous mini sheets. There is
duplication of a good number of stamps and sheetlets plus extras.
........................................................................ NET $1,495.00
#9360 NEWFOUNDLAND - Minkus album pages with mint and
used stamps from 1860 thru 1947. Includes used #11A and mint
#15, #17-20 (#19 is used), #23,#25 NH, #30, #61-74, #C6-10,
#C13-17 & #J1-6 plus 9 stamps from Nova Scotia, 9 stamps from
Prince Edward Is., 1 stamp from Br. Columbia and 9 stamps from
New Brunswick. Catalog value is well over $5,000.........................
........................................................................ NET $1,895.00
#9362 NEW ZEALAND - Minkus album with mint and used stamps
from the 1860’s thru 1995. Powerful collection with numerous
high value stamps. Includes used #8, #12, #66, #77, #82, #92,
#196-198, #AR42, AR44, #AR91, #AR93, #B4, #E1. Mint highlights are #67 no gum, #80, #179-181, #183 NH, #333-352,
#AR90, AR94, #B3, #C1-3, #C5 NH, #P1 no gum. Early stamps
mixed condition. There are over 100 stamps in the 19th Century
alone. Very strong from 1926 on. Many semi-postal mini sheets
included. Some issues collected both mint and used. Catalog
value is over $4,000........................................ NET $1,695.00
#9454 NEW ZEALAND (3 VOLUMES) - 3 Lighthouse albums with
dustcovers and mostly mint stamps from 1855 thru 1990. Starts
with #12 used, then #66 and #109 used as well. Also has mint
#79, #165-170, #197, #224, #226-228C & #258-268 and #229241. Almost complete from 1932 on. Mini sheets start in 1966.
Mint stamps are in clear mounts and used are hinged.....................
........................................................................... NET $595.00
#9363 NEW ZEALAND & ROSS DEPENDENCY - Scott album pages
with mint and used stamps from 1882 thru 1970. Collection
includes used #165-170, #199-201 & #B6. Also includes mint
#80, #C4, #C5 and #90. Relatively sparse prior to 1915. Also
includes Ross Dependency #5-8 mint................. NET $595.00
#9364 NORFOLK IS. - Scott album pages from 1947 thru 1986
with a few as late as 1991. Appears to be complete and mint for
this time period................................................... NET $295.00
#9365 NORTH BORNEO - Scott alum pages from 1866 thru 1963.
Includes mint #104, #193-205, #223-237 (2 sets), #257, #261275 and #280-295............................................ NET $250.00
#9366 NORTH KOREA - Quadrilled pages with used stamps from
1951 thru 1961. Small but interesting collection of approximately
50 stamps such as #160a pair, #88 imperf, #116 pair imperf
between and #157 imperf pair............................. NET $450.00
#9134 NORWAY - Scott album from 1914 thru 2010. Mostly mint
stamps in mounts. Solid collection featuring mint #100-103,
#104-110, #136-144 NH, #158-161, #162-176, #187-202A NH,
#203-206 NH, #264, #275-278 NH, #279-289 NH, #307-317,
#322, #324, #340-342, #345-352 NH, #360-369 NH, #370-374
NH, #537-543 NH, #B5-8 NH, #B24, #O94-114. Used highlights
are #3 & #47-58. There are some stamps prior to 1914. Very
strong from the 1940’s on................................... NET $795.00
#9162 NORWAY - Lindner Hingeless album with mint stamps from
1914 thru 2001. Extra fine collection that is 95+% complete.
Includes mint LH #100-103, #115-128, #B24. Mint, NH #104110, #150-153, #154-157, #158-161, #273, #340-342, #B1-3,
#B4 & #B5-8. Pages start from 1860.................. NET $795.00
#9163 NORWAY - Lighthouse blank pages from 1877 thru 1985.
Stamps are mostly mint, although early issues are almost all used,
such as used #104-110, #111-114, #B2, #B5-8, #B9-10, #B1114, #B24, #B25-27, #B35-37, #B50-52, #B54-56, #B64-65.
Then there’s mint #307-317, #322-326, #340-342 NH, #345-52,
#370-374 NH. From 1954 on the stamps are mint in mounts and
virtually complete. A good selection of officials is included.............
........................................................................... NET $695.00
#9165 NORWAY - Lighthouse album with mostly mint stamps in
mounts from 1856 thru 1992. Choice collection. Nice early used
including #2-5, #8-9. The mint all appear to be NH, such as #7073, #132-135, #150-153, #158-161, #162-176, #177-180,
#203-206, #220-239, #264, #275-278, #310//352 (19v),
#341-343, #370-374, #B5-8, #B9-10, #B24 & #B54-56. Almost
complete from the 1930’s on. Also included is an excellent selection of officials................................................. NET $1,150.00
#9171 NORWAY - Schaubek Hingeless album from 1856 thru 1991
with mint and used stamps. Nice collection with room for expansion. Includes mint #111-114, #340-342 NH, #370-374 NH,
#B64-65 NH and used #22-34, #59, #136-144 & #J1-12. Good
selection officials. Mostly mint from 1940 on and fairly complete.
........................................................................... NET $525.00
#9274 NORWAY (4 VOLUMES) - 4 Safe hingeless albums from
1855 thru 2005. Outstanding collection that is almost complete
from 1930 on. Prior ro 1930 there are mint and used stamps such
as #218 mint, NH w/ certificate and #256 imperf, mint, NH pair
(w/o name and denomination) proof??. Majority of the stamps are
mint and mostly NH. Also includes pages for 2006-2007. Catalog
value is over $4,000........................................ NET $2,350.00
#9367 NORWAY (3 VOLUMES) - 3 Davo Hingeless albums from
1910 thru 2000, stamps are mostly mint. Somewhat sparse prior
to 1960 and then a solid run after 1960. Catalog value is over
$1,900............................................................... NET $895.00
#9368 PALAU - Scott album from 1983 thru 1994 with album
pages that go through 1995. 98% mint and in mounts. Almost

complete for the time period. Only missing a few items. No booklet panes (except for 3 airmails or stationery. Face value is almost
$300. Includes #103.......................................... NET $295.00
#9374 PAPUA NEW GUINEA - Scott album pages from 1901 thru
1987 with a few later. Stamps are mostly mint and include #1-3,
#7, #33, #94-103, #122-136, #139-146, #153-163 and #J1-5.
........................................................................... NET $425.00
#9202 POLAND - Minkus album from 1860 thru 1984. Very solid,
mostly mint collection containing numerous better sets. Includes
used #1 and mint, NH #B31 & #C26Cd. About 80% complete from
the 1920’s on with virtually mint from 1960 on..NET $1,375.00
#9243 POLAND - Minkus album pages along with a few quadrilled
pages with mostly mint stamps from 1974 thru 1999. Virtually
complete for the 26 year time period. Stamps are in mounts except
for some later years............................................. NET $425.00
#9370 POLAND (7 VOLUMES) - 1 Kabe hingeless album followed
by 6 Lighthouse hingeless albums. Mint, virtually all NH stamps
from 1860 thru 2009. Phenomenal collection starting in 1918
with strength from about the 1920’s. Not many empty spaces after.
Includes #314-316 sheets, #341-343 signed, #412a, #B29,
#B29C, #B49-49B, #B49Bc, #B31, #C26Cd. Also includes
General Government complete, Poland Exile in London complete
and some Allenstein, Marienwerder, etc. Plus much B.O.B.
Another note is #GROSZY overprints on 146 stamps is also included. Catalog value is over $6,000...................... NET $3,750.00
#9268 PORTUGAL (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Lindner albums with blank
pages and mostly mint stamp sin mounts from 1943 thru 1985.
Collection up to 1960 is mint and used, and mint, NH thereafter.
Includes mint, NH #638-688 & #757-760. Reasonably complete
although a number of Europa issues are missing. Catalog value is
over $1,200....................................................... NET $595.00
#9369 PORTUGAL - Handmade pages from 1991 thru the first
quarter of 1997. Mint, NH stamps in mounts. Approximately 98%
complete for the time period. Includes numerous booklet panes
and souvenir sheets............................................ NET $495.00
#9377 PORTUGAL - Vintage Reproduction album pages with mint
and used stamps from 1904 thru 1941. Excellent collection that
includes mint #185-192 (whoops #186 is used), #315-345,
#422-436, #437-452 and #528-533. Mixed mint and uses sets
included are #156-169, #170-185, #193-198 (mint expect for
#198 used), #199-206, #346-376, #377-397 (mint expect for
#394 used), #397A-K, #453-489. There’s over 100 type A64 ceres
(mint or used). Good B.O.B. including airmails, postage dues, parcel post and franchise issues............................... NET $695.00
#9422 PORTUGAL (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Behrens albums (9”x10”)
Springbacks binders. Stamps are mint and used from 1853 thru
1980. Stupendous collection starting with #2 used. 19th century
is very strong and from 1892 on it appears to be complete.
Highlights are mint #88-96, #298 P, Q, T, U, #346-376, #534-539,
#615-631, #717-720, #748-749. Mint souvenir sheets like
#586a, #594a, #602a, #614a, #657a, #667a, #670a and #682a
also included. Some used highlights are #17-24, #25-33, #97109. Also featuring #132-146 mixed mint and used. Some sets
are part mint, part used. Mint stamps and souvenir sheets are
hinged. Some modern issues are in mounts and NH. All stamps
have printed descriptions in German. Beautifully organized and
well arranged. The most complete Portugal collection we have ever
offered!........................................................... NET $4,750.00
#9435 PORTUGAL (7 VOLUMES) - 7 Lindner hingeless albums
from 1950 thru 2008. Collection appears to be mint, NH and complete for this time period. Includes #717-720, #721-726, #747748, #753-756, #761-775, #784-791, #794-797, #800-803,
#818-821, #824-827 and all the rest!. Catalog value is well over
$6,000........................................................... NET $2,750.00
#9376 PORTUGAL - AZORES - Vario pages with mint, NH stamps
from 1980 thru 2001. Appears to be complete with stamps, booklets and souvenir sheets for this 28 year period..... NET $275.00
#9375 PORTUGAL - MADEIRA -Vario stock pages with mint, NH
stamps from 1980 thru 2007. Appears to be complete with
stamps, booklets and souvenir sheets for this 28 year period..........
............................................................................ NET $275.00
#9430 PORTUGAL, AZORES, MADEIRA - Collection of 105 booklets on black stock pages. Mint from the 1980’s thru 2007.............
........................................................................... NET $295.00
#9431 AZORES & MADEIRA - Lindner Hingeless album from 1980
thru 1994. Mint and appears to be 95% complete including souvenir sheets and mini sheets................................ NET $375.00
#9432 MADEIRA - Lindner hingeless album from 1980 thru 2008.
Mint and complete including souvenir sheets....... NET $295.00
#9433 AZORES - Lindner hingeless album from 1980 thru 2008.
Mint and complete including souvenir sheets....... NET $295.00
#9308 ROMANIA (3 VOLUMES) - From 1976 to 1982 stamps are
in a Safe Dual album in mounts. From 1997 to 2006 stamps are in
2 Marini, Yvert & Teller hingeless albums. Years 1997 & 1998 are
weak and there are no stamps for 1999. The balance of the collection is virtually complete, mint, NH and includes a number of souvenir sheets listed in Michel at 20-30 euros each. NET $795.00
#9378 ROMANIA - Minkus album from 1866 thru the late 1970’s
with mostly used stamps. Extensive collection including mint
#B26-30, #B44-49, #B292-303, #B314-317, #C43, #C57 footnote overprint and #C192 imperf. Used included is #33-36, #3742, #50-52, #53-59, #66-72, #158-165, #166-172, #196-206,
#B1-12, #B40, #C44 and #C71. Almost complete from 1900 on
including many mini sheets. Also includes occupation issues.
Catalog value is over $4,500.......................... NET $1,750.00
#9137 RUSSIA (4 VOLUMES) - 4 Scott albums from 1963 thru
2003. Although it’s a mint collection, there are some used scattered throughout. Stamps and souvenir sheets are virtually complete from 1963 thru 2003. There are some scattered sets after
2003. Many mint sets are represented twice. Semi postals start in
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1976 and airmails in 1960. Probably over 4000 different. Pages
go through to 2011 plus a bonus of blank pages for Occupation
stamps............................................................... NET $995.00
#9259 RUSSIA (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Minkus albums from 1857 thru
1969 with mostly used stamps. Superior collection filled with
many, many sets. Includes the following mint #242-249, #294297, #304-325 (20 values complete) imperf, #603a, #11041120, #1491-1496, #1767a, #2021, #2533-2534, #2631A,
#C26-29, #C34-35. Used highlights are #298-301, #540-545,
#546-550, #551-554, #559-569, #666-677, #970, #1083a,
#1261-1264, #1360a, #C53-57, #C58-67. Fairly complete from
the 1930’s on. Also includes some early 20th century Armenia,
Azerbaijan & Georgia. Catalog value is over $6,000.......................
........................................................................ NET $2,150.00
#9345 RUSSIA (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Minkus albums with stamps from
1970 thru 2000. Fairly complete collection with 1970 thru 1990
mostly used and then 1991 thru 2000 mint. Numerous mini sheets
from 1992 on. Includes #6247b, #6443a, #6458a, #6472Ce,
#6480 sheet, #6562a. Also includes a selection of Russian offices
in China and offices in the Turkish Empire............. NET $595.00
#9346 RUSSIA (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Schaubek binders filled with mint,
NH stamps in mounts on quadrilled pages. Outstanding collection
starting with #6056 thru #7253. Appears to be almost complete
including souvenir sheets and singles from souvenir sheets. Mini
sheets are not included. Catalog value is over $1,700....................
........................................................................... NET $950.00
#9348 RUSSIA (4 VOLUMES) - 4 binders with quadrilled pages
filled with mint stamps in mounts from 1967 thru 1994. Excellent
collection that is almost complete. Includes souvenir sheets, mini
sheets, etc. Some stamps are in mounts but not on pages are
included.............................................................. NET $525.00
#9395 SAAR - Scott album pages from 1920 thru 1934. Small but
potent collection featuring mint and used such as mint #68-83,
#B1-4, #B5-8, #B16-22 (#B16 used), #B47-53 and #C5-8. Used
highlights are #85-98, #99-116, #139-154, #B26, #B54-60 and
#O1-15. Catalog value is over $1,000................. NET $395.00
#9421 SAAR - Scott green post binder with blank pages inside.
Mostly mint stamps from 1920 thru 1959. In addition to the
“usual” sets and singles from Saar, there are numerous Michel listed varieties (all ID’d in pencil under the stamps). Also includes
mint #68-83, #85-98, #99-116, #120-135, #226, #B1-4, #B58, #B16-22, #B23-29, #B30-36, #B37-43, #B76 and #O6a. Mint
Michel #222XU with certificate. Used included #9 3b plus Michel
#102I, #102 IV, #102 V and #168I with certificate. Catalog value
is over $2,200..................................................... NET $995.00
#9436 SAAR - Lighthouse hingeless pages in a Kabe springback
binder. Nice collection of mint and used stamps that run from
1947 thru 1959. Mint, NH includes #289-308, #B61-64, #B6768, #B69-73, #B74, #B75, #B76, #B77-81, #B84-88, #CB1 and
#O27-38............................................................. NET $350.00
#9385 ST. PIERRE & MIQUELON - Safe Hingeless album with mint,
NH stamps from 1990 thru 2008. Complete expect for 21 stamps.
........................................................................... NET $395.00
#9386 ST. PIERRE & MIQUELON - Lindner Hingeless album from
1947 thru 1975 then 1986 thru 2008. Virtually all the stamps are
mint, NH, just a few before 1947 are hinged. Almost complete collection that includes #351-355, #393-395, #404-407, #C15-17,
#C18, #C21-22, #C25, #C35-36, #C43, #C44, #C45-46, #C4749 and #C54. Also includes some imperfs including #351-355,
#C21, #C23 pair and #C28 pair. Catalog value is over $2,500........
........................................................................ NET $1,100.00
#9138 ST. PIERRE & MIQUELON - Scott album from 1909 thru
2006. Stamps are mint and in mounts except #397-398 which is
used. Includes mint #132-135, #300-321, #324-342, #343350, #360-361 & #C24, #362-373, #374-384 & #C41-2, #385396, #417-418, #423-428, #429-433, #C15-17, #C18-20,
#C21-22, #C26-32, #C40-42, #C43-44, #C50, #C59, #J78-82.
Some minor duplication throughout. Pages run from 1885 thru
2008................................................................... NET $695.00
#9391 ST. VINCENT - Minkus pages from 1861 thru 1985. Has
both mint and used stamps and starts with #1 used and also
includes #23 used. Mint stamps included are #141-151, #156169, #186-197, #226-240 and #279-294. Fairly complete from
the mid 1950’s on............................................... NET $240.00
#9380 SAN MARINO - Euralbo Hingeless album with mint, NH
stamps from 1945 thru 1965. Virtually complete from 1949 on.
Includes #257A-F (irs), #260-265 +A, #266-271 + A, #277, #291293, #296-303 + A, #304, #305-307, #308-319 + A, #328-334
+ A, #336-344, #345-355, #364-372 + A, #375-384, #411,
#B26, #B26A-C, #C75, #C81 & #C117............... NET $795.00
#9381 SAN MARINO - Kabe hingeless album from 1966 thru 2000
with mint, NH stamps. Appears to be complete for this 35 year
period. Pages are in reverse year order................. NET $495.00
#9394 SAN MARINO - Quadrilled pages with mostly mint stamps
in mounts from 1903 thru the mid 1980’s. There are a few used
scattered through. Includes mint, NH #305-307, #345-355 and
#375-384. Then mostly 1960’s thru the mid 1980’s. Set are all
mint, NH.............................................................. NET $325.00
#9389 SARAWAK - Scott album pages from 1869 thru 1963.
Mostly mint stamps that include #1, #17, #19, #28-31, #32-35,
#159-173, #180-194 and #197-211................... NET $425.00
#9299 SENEGAL (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Lindner albums with mint, NH
stamps in mounts from 1960 thru 1997. Virtually complete for the
time period. Includes #512-514 & #512a-514a (Hundertwasser
issue). Also includes deluxe proof cards, deluxe souvenir sheets,
many sheets of 4, gold & silver issues, etc. All are neatly mounted.
The last year of stamps are on a stock page....... NET $1,175.00
#9392 SENEGAL - Minkus album pages from 1903 thru 1943.
Appears to be complete as listed below (less #J3). Includes #57194 hinged, #B1-15, #C1-25, #J1-2, #J4-31 and French West
Africa #1-3 and #8-14. Catalog value is $970.... NET $450.00

#9387 SIERRA LEONE -Scott album pages from 1872 thru 1975
with mostly mint stamps. Includes #7 mint, no gum, #166-169,
#173-185, #195-207, #382-387 & #C100-105, #C8-13, #C118124, #C125-130. Includes many self adhesive and “coin “ shaped
stamps............................................................... NET $250.00
#9237 SLOVAKIA - Binder with handmade pages with mint stamps
in mounts from 1993 thru 2002. Reasonably complete for the time
period. Includes mini sheets of a number of issues as well as some
later issues thru 2005........................................ NET $250.00
#9258 SLOVAKIA - Schaubek Hingeless album from 1993 thru
2006. Mint, NH stamps. Complete including numerous mini
sheets (of 4, 6, 8, 10 as issued). Just one used item in the entire
collection, #403, sheet of 8................................. NET $850.00
#9383 SOUTH AFRICA - Scott album pages from 1910 thru 1977
with mint and used stamps. Includes used #2-15, #17-20, #37a,
#72-73. Mint included is #81-89, #90-97, #200-213, #254-266,
#289-298, #B1-4 (all pairs expect #B1), #B5-8 (all pairs expect
#B5), #B9-11 and #C5-6. Also includes a nice selection of dues
plus revenues...................................................... NET $225.00
#9474 SOUTH AFRICA - Quadrilled pages in a springback binder
from 1910 thru 1974. Outstanding mint and used collection with
the different paintings identified (especially through 1954).
Includes inverted watermarks, tete beche, varieties, coils, covers,
including FDC’s. Many issues collected both mint and used.
Highlights are mint #23-25, #38, #40, #42, #43, #59, #60, #64,
#64C, #67, #68-71, #81-89, #90-97, #B1-4, #B5-8, #B9-11 and
#C1-2. Used highlights are #4a block, #17-20, #23-25, #37, #38,
#40, #68-71, #81-89, #90-97 and #C1-2. Covers include #79-80
and #B5-8, #B9-11. Some duplication as well as multiples.
Catalog value is approximately $2,500................ NET $995.00
#9393 SOUTH KOREA - Scott album pages from 1946 thru 1957
with a few later. Mint stamps that include #55-89, #91-106,
#108-131, #174-181 (w/o #177B), 5 different flag pairs, #182,
#227-228 and #235-239.................................... NET $595.00
#9267 SPAIN (3 VOLUMES) - 3 Lindner hingeless albums from
1977 thru 2008 with mint, NH stamps. Complete except for 4
items from 2008. Also includes a selection of FRAMA labels.
Catalog value is over $2,000............................ NET $1,195.00
#9358 SPAIN (4 VOLUMES) - 4 Davo Hingeless albums from 1947
thru 1996 with mint stamps. Beautiful collection with numerous
sets throughout. Perhaps a few dozen used stamps included..........
........................................................................... NET $395.00
#9359 SPAIN (4 VOLUMES) - 4 Lindner Hingeless albums from
1963 thru 1995. Mint, NH stamps in this virtually complete collection which includes duplicate souvenir sheets for later issues..........
........................................................................... NET $495.00
#9466 SPAIN - On Olegario pages, no binder from 2001 thru
2006. Stamps are mint, NH in mounts and appears to be complete
for this time period............................................. NET $295.00
#9382 SPANISH ANDORRA - Lighthouse hingeless album from
1928 thru 2001 with mint stamps. Complete expect for one
stamp, #34A (includes #31A!). Never hinged from 1948 to the
end.................................................................. NET $1,150.00
#9140 SWEDEN - Scott album from 1855 thru 2010 with mostly
mint stamps in mounts. Good collection that includes mint #229,
#230-235, #239-247 NH, #248-262, #B1-10, #B22-31, #C1-3,
#C8c NH, #O28-40. Early issues to the 1920’s are mostly used.
Some stamps after are both mint and used. Fairly complete 1949
thru 2002 and about 60% complete to 2010........ NET $595.00
#9146 SWEDEN - Lighthouse hingeless album from 1858 thru
1966 with mint stamps. Superlative collection!!! Includes #6, #7,
#10, #12, #13, #16, #19, #25, #28, #30, #31, #36, #40-49 (less
#46), #65, #115-138, #139-143, #198-209, #211, #213, #215224, #226-227 (#223 is used), #248-254, #256-262, #B1-10
NH, #B11, #B22-31 NH, #C8c NH, #O1-5, #O9, #O12-25 &
shades, #O28-40 & dues, military including #1. Many earlier
stamps are mint, NH. All booklet stamps from 1938 on are in pairs.
The 19th century issues catalog over $5,000. Overall condition is
excellent. The original collector was quite particular and the collection reflects this. Now to be perfectly accurate, there are about 15
used stamps within, notably 5 in the 19th century regulars and 5
officials plus 3 postage dues. This is probably the finest Sweden
collection we have offered................................ NET $3,995.00
#9175 SWEDEN (2 VOLUMES) - 2 albums, one is a Facit up to
1976, the other Safe Hingeless from 1977 on. Mostly used, only a
handful of mint and the stamps range from 1855 thru 1985.
Supreme collection that includes mint #B11 no gum, #B21 and
used #6-12 and many color variations, #14, #17-27, #28-38,
#50-51, #194-196, #197-209, #212, #213-224, #228, #B1-10,
#B12-20, #C1-3, #O1-11 and extras, #O12-25 and #O28-55.
Booklet stamps are in pairs. Some military issues included. Fairly
complete from 1931 on. Catalog value is over $5,000....................
........................................................................ NET $1,450.00
#9178 SWEDEN - Old Lighthouse album with mostly used stamps
from 1858 thru 1956. Lots of value throughout. Includes duplication. Highlights are used #6-12, #13-14, #16, #18, #66 (2), #165
and #B32-36 (2). Early issues somewhat mixed condition..............
........................................................................... NET $295.00
#9252 SWEDEN - Printed and homemade album pages with used
stamps from 1855 thru 1918. Several hundred stamps including
duplication for shades, cancellations and varieties. Includes a
number of multiples (strips and blocks). Also includes #B1-10 and
#C1-3. High catalog value.................................. NET $295.00
#9373 SWEDEN (5 VOLUMES) - 5 Lindner Hingeless albums from
1856 thru 2000. Outstanding collection with almost all stamps
from 1940 on both mint and used. Virtually all post 1950 are NH
with many prior also NH. Includes #197-211 NH, #248-262 NH,
#B22-31 NH and #B1-11 mint. Also includes #B12-21 used.
Catalog value is over $6,000............................ NET $2,850.00
#9434 SWEDEN - Lindner hingeless album from 1964 thru 1990.
Consists of a complete run of 162 mint booklets per Lindner pages.

.......................................................................... NET $575.00
#9141 SWITZERLAND - Scott album from 1862 thru 1996 with a
few later. Stamps are mostly mint and in mounts. Outstanding
collection with numerous better sets. Includes mint #164-166,
#210-215 NH, #219-225, #242, #244-246, #247-255 NH, #256267 NH, #270-278 NH, #284-286 NH, #293-305 (PAX set),
#328-339 NH, #B4-32, #B116 NH, #B132 NH, #B144, #178 NH,
#B206, #B297 NH, #C3-12, #C13-15, #C27-34 NH, #C43-44
NH, #O37-47 NH. Some issues are mint and used with minor duplication. Strong to 1996 and sparse thereafter. Pages run from
1843 thru 2010. Catalog value is over $3,000. NET $1,295.00
#9238 SWITZERLAND (3 VOLUMES) - 3 Davo hingeless album with
dustcovers with pages thru 2000 with mint stamps. Up to 1959
scattered issues. From 1963 to the end is almost complete...........
........................................................................... NET $595.00
#9254 SWITZERLAND - Lighthouse hingeless album with mint, NH
stamps from 1941 thru 1959. Outstanding collection for the 19
year period. Includes #293-305 (PAX), #316-321, #351a, #376377, #B143, #B144, #B178, #B206, #C41, #C42, #C45. Almost
complete run of issues. Pages from 1960 thru 1988 included but
sparse stamp wise. Catalog value is over $1,800. NET $950.00
#9470 SWITZERLAND - Scott album with mint and used stamps
from 1855 thru 1970. Starts with #24 used and includes used
#24-29, #36-40, #52-59, #181-185 and #303,#B1-32 and #C2.
Mint included is #376-377, #B130- #B131, #B132, #B297. Many
sets mint and used plus multiples (blocks). Includes #O19-36,
#O37-47, #3-O-83-93, #$-O-29-39. Strong selection of semi
postals, airmails and dues. Duplication throughout. Catalog value
is over $4,000................................................. NET $1,350.00
#9396 TRINIDAD & TOBAGO (& INDIVIDUALLY) - Minkus album
pages from the 1860’s thru 1983 and some later. Stamps are
mostly mint however there are a few used such as #27 and #32.
Mint included is #50-61, #72-83 and #89-103. Virtually complete
from the 1950’s thru to 1983, expect most of the souvenir sheets
are missing......................................................... NET $225.00
#9289 TURKEY (3 VOLUMES) - 3 Lindner hingeless albums from
1948 thru 1984. Stamps are mint and virtually all NH. Superior
collection that only lacks 5 stamps for completion. Includes #963977, #1015-1033, #1054a, #1059-1074, #1090-1101, #1101a
& #1442-1460. Catalog value is approximately $2,000................
........................................................................... NET $850.00
#9301 TURKEY - Kabe album from 1945 thru 1991. Stamps are
mint and vast majority NH. Extraordinary collection, probably
98+% complete including RA #’s (without #RA170-180). Includes
#933, #963-977, #1015-1033, #1054a, #1101a, #RA188-198 &
#RA199-206. Pages are in reverse order. Catalog value is over
$3,000........................................................... NET $1,395.00
#9400 TURKS & CAICOS (& TURKS) - Minkus album pages from
1863 thru 1983. Mostly mint stamps but also includes used Turks
#2. Also includes mint #44-57, #78-89, #105-117 and #121135.................................................................... NET $295.00
#9347 UKRAINE - Scott Specialty album from 1992 thru 2009 with
mint, NH stamps. Almost complete collection with additional
definitives printings. Includes some definitives in blocks of 4 or 6
like #F1 block of 6 plus #F2c. Nearly 100 souvenir sheets, mini
sheets and or booklets are included. Last two years are on blank
pages.................................................................. NET $495.00
#9350 UKRAINE - Binder with White Ace and quadrilled pages with
mint, NH stamps in mounts from 1993 thru 2003. Good selection
of sets and souvenir sheets plus 5 stock pages with unmounted
sets and souvenir sheets...................................... NET $225.00
#9351 UKRAINE - Scott Specialty album from 1996 thru 2006
with mint, NH stamps. Collection of sheets, mini sheets between
#256a-261 including #429. One duplicate within the collection.
Not complete but a great variety if issues. Catalog value is $595.
........................................................................... NET $295.00
#9406 VATICAN (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Lighthouse hingeless albums
from 1929 thru 2004. Appears to be all mint and complete less
#35-40. Included mint, NH is #1-13 & #E1-2, #41-46, #47-54,
#55-60, #155a, #C18-19, #C20-21, #J1-6, #O1-15 and mint, LH
#19-34 & #B3-4, #C16-17. Balance of the collection, with perhaps a set or two is NH. Catalog value is over $4,000.....................
........................................................................ NET $1,450.00
#9442 VATICAN CITY - Four magnificent official hardcover post
office )year books containing the stamps and stationery from 2001
thru 2004. Elaborate descriptions in 4 languages (Italian, French,
English & German) accompany the stamps, etc.... NET $295.00
#9142 VENEZUELA - Clear stock pages with mint stamps in mounts
from 1900 to 1996. Collection of 100+ sets or souvenir sheets.
Wide gap in years. Includes #150-155, #350-356, #380-383,
#703-710 & airmails, #804-811 & airmails, #826-731 & airmails,
#C143-162, #C206-215, #C613-628 & #C856-899.....................
........................................................................... NET $325.00
#9407 WALLIS & FUTUNA - Large sheet pages in folder. Mint, NH
full sheets of stamps including #239a, #283-286, #383-384,
#410, #411, #413, #436, #440, #589, #605a, #649, #C165,
#C167, #C168, #C169, #C179 and #C180. All are identified.
Catalog value is $1,947....................................... NET $595.00
#9195 YUGOSLAVIA (3 VOLUMES) - This collection consists of 1
Lighthouse Hingeless album thru 1969 and 2 Lindner Hingeless
albums thereafter. Stamps are mint, NH and pages run from 1944
thru 1975. Superior collection featuring #185-196 pairs, #195a196a (both languages 2 of each), #269-272, #300-304, #305315, #355-357 sheets of 12, #359-364, #78-384A, #398-409,
#410 sheet of 20, #435-446, #452-460, #461-468, #611, #C33
perf & imperf (2 of each), #C34-42, #C43 (2), #C45-47, #C49 &
#C55. Also #1002 pane of 9 without margin inscription, (Michel
#1359 K1bF), #1003-1004 sheets both types (one w/ cert),
Michel #1361-1362. Over 200 sheetlets or souvenir sheets
included. Plus a number of additional sheets cancelled. A virtually
complete collection for the years listed. Some duplication for
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1969............................................................... NET $1,895.00
#9424 YUGOSLAVIA, BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA, SLOVENIA &
CROATIA - Album page and quadrille pages in a binder with mint
and used stamps thru 1921. Fascinating collection of inverts, misperfs, blocks, varieties of #1L25-42 and others. Includes #1L33
mint and used. Includes one oversized cover and a number of
stamps used on piece. Many hundreds of stamps throughout. A
goldmine for the specialist in this area................. NET $495.00
#9425 YUGOSLAVIA (3 VOLUMES) - 3 Safe hingeless albums from
1961 thru 1991 (the first 8 years are on quadrilled pages in
mounts. Reasonably complete and mint for this time period. Also
includes some issues not listed in Scott.............. NET $595.00
#9397 YUGOSLAVIA - TRIESTE “B” - Handmade pages with mint,
NH stamps from 1948 thru 1954. Appears to be complete including #C21, #C33 with very lit foxing, #C33a,#RAJ1, #RAJ3, #3a and
#C1-9 with some foxing. Catalog value is $1,900..... NET $895.00
#9426 WALLIS &FUTUNA (3 VOLUMES) - 3 Lindner hingeless
albums from 1920 thru 2010. Although they are Lighthouse pages
up to 1960. Extensive mint collection with strength from 1952 on.
It’s over 90% complete. Note that year 1999 has no stamps in
book. Pages run though 2008 with 2009-2010 in original
envelopes from the P.O. Includes #89, #159-164,#179-181 &
#C41, #207-209, #228a, #C8-9, #C69, #C73, #C78-79 plus
imperf sheet of 5 set os #283-286. Some FDC’s are scattered
throughout. Catalog value is over $2,100......... NET $1,275.00
#9428 ZANZIBAR - Scott album pages from 1895 thru 1961.
Includes mint #26, #48, #49, #53 and #J18-23... NET $325.00

UNITES STATES COLLECTIONS

#9152 UNITED STATES (2 VOLUMES) - 2 Safe Hingeless albums.
Appears to be mint and a complete collection of commemoratives
from 1970 thru 1991............................................... NET $350.00
#9179 UNITED STATES DUCK HUNTING - Scott album pages from
1934 thru 1981 with both mint and used stamps. Mint included
are #RW1 hinged, #RW2-6 no gum, #RW7 hinged, #RW9 no gum,
#RW10 NH, #RW11 hinged, #RW12 no gum, #RW17 NH, #RW19
NH, #RW31 no gum, #RW36 hinged, #RW46 NH, #RW48 NH. All
others are used. Catalog value is $1,900................. NET $650.00
#9182 UNITED STATES - Scott National album in 3 ring Scott
binder with pages from 1851 thru 1976 with mint and used stamps.
Outstanding collection that includes used #17, #18, #32 w/PFC,
#68, #68a, #73, #77 w/PFC, #112, #113, #117, #134, #135,
#160, #162, #165, #166, 218, #238, #239, #240, #311, #523
and #C2-6. Mint, NH highlights are #214, #215, #219, #298,
#401, #402, #524 HR, #555-562, #573 H, #834, #839-851 line
pairs, #C1, #C13 HR, #C18, #E6 LH, #E7, #J77, #J79-87, #QE14, #Q1-6, #RW36-48. Very few Washington Franklins included.
Vast majority are nicely centered. Catalog value is over $7,500.
............................................................................ NET $2,250.00
#9438 UNITED STATES (3 VOLUMES) - Lighthouse hingeless album
pages housed in 2 Lighthouse binders and dustcovers and 1 Kabe
binder. Mint, virtually complete collection from 1988 thru 2009,
including definitives. Does not include #2870 and #3138..............
............................................................................. NET $1,495.00
#9444 UNITED STATES - Scott binder with printed and blank pages
inside from 1919 thru 1950. Mint, plate block collection that
includes NH #537, #548, #611, #615, #616 VF+, #617, #655,
#719. LH or Hinged #548 (2nd plate), #549, #614, #618, #6.
Regum #647-648. Also includes the following unchecked for NH
or LH #627, #629, #644, #650, #680& other. 2c “reds”, #704715, #740-749, #756-765, #859-893 and #906. Some duplication is later plates. Centering varies in later plates from AV-VF.
Some plate blocks with trimmed selvage. Brookman catalog value
is over $3,200.......................................................... NET $995.00
#9457 UNITED STATES (4 VOLUMES) - 4 Lighthouse hingeless
albums from 1851 thru 2003. Extensive mint and used collection
with numerous better stamps. Mint highlights include #458 LP,
#457 LP, #497 LP, #533 NH, #541 NH, #545, #546 NH, #630 NH,
#658-679 LH/NH #656 NH LP, #803-934 NH, #839-851 NH LP’s,
#C1-6 NH, #C13 NH, #C18 NH, #E7. Used highlights include #10,
#24, #30A, #69, #71, #77, #78b, #89, #112-117, #119, #145154, #156-163, #182-190, #219-229, #230-240, #276, #285291, #294-299, #311, #342, #423, #500 w/ cert. #523, #C14,
#C15, #E1-4, #J1-7, #JQ1-5, #Q1-12. Collection also includes
other Washington Franklins, coils, booklet panes, Farleys (line &
gutter pairs & blocks). Also includes a Recalled Legends sheet,
Porky Pig die cut sheet. Express Mails and more. Virtually complete from the late 1930’s on but does not have Duck Hunting or
Official stamps. Catalog Value is well over $16,000........................
............................................................................ NET $3,995.00
#9460 UNITED STATES - Scott National album with a dustcover
from 1908 thru 1970. Stamps are all mint. Includes mint, NH
#390 LP, #410-11 LP, #397, #537, #600 LP, #603 LP, #839-851
LP, #1053 , #J67, #JQ5 and mint #656 LP, #J22, #J23,#J66,
#JQ1-2 and #Q1-9, 11. Many other sets and singles included.
Fairly set in horizontal and vertical gutter pairs/line pairs, #752753, #766-770. There are pages missing (i.e. #1922 flat series,
1938 Presidentials, 1926 White Plains S/S, early airmails and
special deliveries, etc.). Catalog value is over $2,000....................
................................................................................ NET $895.00
#9468 UNITED STATES - Scott National album from the 1850’s
thru 1983. Extensive mint and used collection with numerous highlights such as used #7, #14, #17, #24, #30A, #72, #78, #118
crease, #120, #121,#136, #153, #219-229, #240, #241 repaired
and not figured, #242, #262 small thin, #291, #311, #Q1-2. Mint
highlights are #230-237, #245 small thin, #294-299, #323-327,
#369, #524 NH, #573 NH, #658-668, #669-679. Mixed min and
used condition #C1-6, #E1-10. Lots of banknote issues,

Washington Franklins, etc. Some coils are of dubious origin and
are not figured. 19th century issues are mixed condition. Some
early issues are in the wrong places. Catalog value is over
$12,000.............................................................. NET $4,250.00
#9469 UNITED STATES - Scott National album from 1847 thru
1965 with mostly used stamps such as #1, #117, #119, #120,
#285-291, #294-299. Also includes some mint like #505 fist.
gum in black of 9, #803-834. There are many banknotes, grills
and other 19th Century used mostly in average condition with some
poor condition. Some issues are in the wrong spaces. An absolute
ton of catalog value................................................. NET $950.00
#9472 UNITED STATES - Minkus album with mostly mint stamps
thru 1961. Includes mint #288, #299, #399, #573 and #C4.
Excellent start for a United States collection............. NET $595.00

WORLDWIDE COLLECTIONS

#9427 WORLDWIDE - Scott 1896 album. A most unusual collection! Perhaps a few hundred mint and used stamps within plus
hundreds of color pictures of mostly rare stamps. Probably
$100,000 + in these “photo” stamps....................... NET $295.00
#9456 WORLDWIDE (6 VOLUMES) - Many thousands of mint and
used stamps housed in 6 Diplomat stamp albums (published by
Errington & Martin, U.K.). Wide variety of countries with numerous
goodies throughout.............................................. NET $1,095.00
#9463 WORLDWIDE (10 VOLUMES) - 10 Scott Blue International
albums from the 1940’s thru 1974 with mostly mint stamps.
Numerous better sets to be found throughout. Includes used
Hongo Kong #179, Italy #C127-128, Liechtenstein #223-225 and
mint Belgium #B662a, Br. Guiana #240-241, Cambodia #1-17,
#18-37, Falkland Is. Dep. #2L1-5L8, French Colonies 1954
Liberation, Germany #9N75-79, Hong Kong #168-173, Japan
#B1-7, Laos #25-26 & #C13, Luxembourg #280-285,
Mozambique #364-383, Ryukyus #44-53, #58-62, Switzerland
#O37-47, #-O-83-93, 4-O-29-39, Thailand #309-311, #312-314,
#316-319, Vatican 122-130 & #E11-12, #149-153, #173, Viet
nam #39-50 and much more. Also includes Russia and Macau plus
British 1949 UPU mint (less Hong Kong). Collection is somewhat
sparse after 1965, perhaps 10-12 countries collected...................
............................................................................ NET $2,750.00
#9464 WORLDWIDE (27 VOLUMES) - 27 Albums, mostly Minkus
Supreme Globals, none contains United States. Mint and used
stamps that run through the late 1970’s. Over 200 countries, past
or present are represented in this massive collection. Many stamps
will be found mint and used with some covers throughout. Pages
for some countries are out of sequence and there is some duplication within. As is usual for a collection of this size, some countries
are well represented, such as Germany, GB, Italy, Netherlands, New
Zealand and others and some are somewhat sparse. Not all countries start with the earliest issues. Overall the collection contains
tens of thousands of stamps with individual stamps up to $75each. Some of the items you will find are Portugal #C1-10 used,
Syria #C9 mint, UNTEA #1-19 mint. There are many more goodies
to be found. These are just a small sampling. Our price is a fraction
of catalog which is enormous......................... NET $5,495.00

TOPICAL COLLECTIONS

#9143 TOPICAL CHARLIE CHAPLIN - Stock pages in a binder filled
with a fine collection of 60+ souvenir sheets and or mini sheets
(many non-Scott), 25 stamps, 37 picture postcards and some miscellaneous items including 4 actual photographs, later in life and a
matchbook with Charlie Chaplin on the cover. Impossible to duplicate!!..................................................................... NET $495.00
#9144 TOPICAL EUROPA (4 VOLUMES) - 4 Borek hingeless
albums. Virtually complete collection from 1956 thru 1991 with
mint, NH stamps, only lacking 1990 Gibraltar stamps from S/S
(S/S is present), and 1991 Turkey and Turkish Cyprus. The 1980
Portugal souvenir sheet is used. Also, the 1970 Yugoslavia
sheetlets are missing. Otherwise, every space is filled. Includes
many mini sheets, including Monaco................NET $995.00
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MYSTERY BOX
Large Carton

(16 x 12 x 11)

Weighing over 8 pounds

Loaded with Worldwide & U.S.

material, both stamps & covers.

Lots & Lots of Value!
A Huge Bargain

ONLY$99.95

Plus $20.00 Shipping & handling per box

Guaranteed to keep you busy
through the winter!!

Terms & Shipping Information & Ordering Instructions

Please Order by Country Name and Lot #
One of a Kind Collections - Please Call or email to Reserve your favorites

Walk-Ins/Mail/Phone/Fax/E-mail orders are welcomed. Payment must accompany order.
VISA/MC/DISCOVER/AMERICAN EXPRESS accepted, credit card orders must include Name, #, Exp. Date., CVC #.
All checks must be drawn on U.S. Banks.
Shipping & Handling Fees: Add $7.00 per order under $100.00 - Add $10.00 per order over $100.00
PLEASE SEND STREET ADDRESS FOR UPS SHIPPING FOR ORDERS OVER $100.00 - NY Residents add 8.875% sales tax

Visit our Website www.championstamp.com

NEW YORK’S ONLY STREET LEVEL RETAIL STAMP STORE

432 West 54th Street, New York, NY 10019 *Tel: (212) 489-8130 ~ Fax: (212) 581-8130
E-Mail: championstamp@aol.com ~ Website: www.championstamp.com
STORE HOURS: Monday-Friday 10AM-4PM & Thursday 10AM-7PM
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